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The basic technical point of this paper is that a pseudo-simplicial category can he produced 
from primitive data consisting of face functors and degeneracy functors. natural ~somo~hisms 
corresponding to the standard simplicial identities. and a cmall list of higher order commutativi- 
ty conditions relating these isomorphisms. A similar machine exists for constructing con- 
travariant pseudo-functors on Segal’s category I-. Thus. a monoidal category M gives rise 
canonically to a pseudo-simplicial c’ ltegory BN which enjoys many of the properties of a 
classifying space construction. while a symmetric monoidal category A determines a r”- 
category Z% which then can be used to directly construct a Y-space TIA and a spectrum 
Spt(A). These constructions generalize the basic classical categorical coherence results. and 
they lead to several applications in homotopy theory and algebraic K-theory. The app:ic?tions 
given here include a generalized Quillen S ‘S-construction. a pseudo-functorial version of the 
croup-c~~mpletion theorem. an explicit construction to the K-theory and L-theory preshcaves of 
spectra. and a presheaf level deloopin~ of the p = f theorem. 
The data for a monoi&zl category M = (M, 0, e. (Y, A, p) consists of a category 
A4 together with a bifunctor 0 : M x M-, M. a functor e : *--j M and natural 
isomorphisms IY : a q (b q c)+ (a q b) 0 c. A : e q a+ a and p : a q e-+ a. such 
that the following diagrams commute: 
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and such that A,. = p, : e Cl e ---) e. M is said to be a sy~~$~etric ~~~ioida~ mtegory if 
it is also equipped with a natural iso~norphism c : a !I b * b El a such that the 
composition c2 is the identity and such that c interacts with cy. h and p in the sense 
that the following diagrams commute: 
eClb”bCJe 
;I/ 
b 
Monoidai categories and symmetric monoidal categories are ubiquitous 
throughout mathematics, essentially because very common constructions. such as 
direct sum and tensor product. are only associative, for example, up to canonical 
natural isomorphism. 
The canonicity of these isomorphisms, however, is the key to dealing with them 
effectively, for they satisfy coherence conditions in the sense that the diagrams 
above commute, and then one can show that any diagram involving canonical 
isomorphisms of this sort commutes. This is the substance of the classical 
coherence theorems. 
The theory had its origins in Stasheff’s early work on infinite loop space theory, 
and it was later picked up by Epstein and Mac Lane. in particular, Mac Lane 
proved the symni~tric mo~oida~ coherence theorem in 1943 (see IIS]). The theory 
has become an essential part of the machinery of algenraic tupoiogy and alg&raic 
K-theory. via Isbell’s theorem [9] that every symmetric monoidal category is 
equivalent to a permutative category (i.e. a symmetric monoidal category in 
which cr. A and p are identities). Permutative categories are acceptable inpttt for 
the standard infinite loop space machines (see (I]), and SQ one gets a stable 
homotopy type out of each symmetric monoidai category. This is the usual way to 
construct algebraic K-theory spectra: the Q-construction QA associated to an 
exact category A is a symmetric monoidal category under direct sum, and the 
result of feeding it to the process just described is the K-theory spectrum of A. 
Coherence theory is also used in an essential way in the study of Tannakian 
categories [5]. Its use has. indeed. almost become absent-minded. 
My work in this area was partially motivated by a desire to find an understand- 
able construction of the Karoubi ,L-theory presheaves of spectra on an &ale site. 
It has been known for a long time that the Karoubi groups ,L,(R) associated to a 
commutative unitary ring R are the homotopy groups of a space which results 
from taking the nerve of the Quiilen ~-i~-construction, as applied to certain 
categories S = Iso(, L(R)) of isomorphisms of nondegenerate bilinear forms over 
R (see 116, 271). K’S is a symmetric monoidai category under direct sum such 
that multiplication by each of its objects gives a self-map of BS-‘S which is a 
homotopy equivalence. and so it coincides with the 0th space of the resulting 
connective spectrum. 
The S-‘S-construction immediately generalizes to schemes, s;rd more generally 
one expects to be able to extract from it an ,L.-theory presheaf of spectra on 
arbitrary geometrically defined sites by standard techniques. But there are some 
highly nontransparent methods involved, such as the 1sbe.i equivalence and the 
~-‘§-construction itself, as well as the irritation of rectifying homotopy coherent 
diagrams of spectra. 
I avoid these problems in the constructions given here {the .L-theory prcshcaf 
appears at the end ot this paper), but the method for doing so forced a complete 
re-thinking of classical categorical coherence theory. 
One of the motivating principles behind what I call srcpercohere~ce was the idea 
that a monoidai category ill should have a pseudo-simpiiciai category BM 
canonically associated to it, with face and degeneracy functors defined by analogy 
with the faces and degeneracies of the nerve of a monoid. One can start to define 
this object by requiring that the category BM,, is the fz-fold power M” of M. with 
elements (and morphisms) that I choose to denote by (a,,, . . . , a,), with u, E M. 
Define face functors di : BM,, -+ BM,, _ , by setting 
di(aN._-. ,a,)=(a ),,,..’ Ili_+Jlffi . . .._ n,) for lliSr?--1, 
and 
d,,(a,,,...,n,)=(a,,_ ,“..,O 
The degeneracy functors si : BM,, 4 BM, + I are defined by 
~~(~,I,...,n,)=(n,,,....ni+t,e,aj ,..., a,) forOrjrt3. 
Then the natural isomorphisms appearing in the de~nition of the monoidal 
structure on M induce natural isomorphisms did, -+ didi+, (associativity), disj+ 1 
(left identity), and dj+rsi --, 1 (right identity) for i in the appropriate range. 
Furthermore, the defining diagrams translate into diagrams of simpiicial iden- 
tities, so that, for example, the pentagonal diagram becomes 
(9-z) qsnolql (~7) suo!l!puoa ama~ayoa q~ wql ysns pue “‘f dno.G +IJ~UUU.~ 
aql Aq uo!lae UC sa!JlEa *'fl qaea leql qans '02 u ‘IIw Iaafqo lualaqo3ladns-+v e 
se paq!;rXap aq hu laa[qo walaqoDladns-OJ e OS pue ‘a%alaqoa.mdns 30 uo!g~u 
e 01 ‘sayyuap! lE!a!ldw!soa aql E!A ‘alqgdaasns alo3alaql s! +v ;,p SCIXJOD at_p 
JO3 ldasxa v 30 Saiae.IaUa8apOa pUE Saaqoa lp? 6q palElaua8 s! q3!qM ‘v ho&a3 
1aqu.m lEu!p~o aq4 30 +v ho%aleaqns e two3 ,J LI! suo!pun3 Bu!masa_ld-lapm 
aqL *sias asaql uaaMiaq suo!iaun3 %+uasald lu!od-assq aql ane su+qd~otu 
sq pue ‘0 rCq paw!od ‘ {u ‘* * - ‘o} = +u sm paw!od al!uy aql ale sua[qo 
SI! :J ho%am s,Ie8aS 30 alrsoddo aql 01 walmynba s! J hoSale aqL *laded s!ql 
30 uo!ms puoaas aqi u! pauyap aaualaqoaJadns-OJ 30 ldaauos aql olu! 6~~E.m~Eu 
lsow ly aauaJaqo3 a!~~awurrCs put sa!loifajEa ~Ep~ouoru ~gauu_ulCs *ho8alm xapu! 
,pahEqaq hpuaaap, qaea ~03 hoaql amalaqoDJadns E s! alaql ‘ICIIelauaS alom 
‘(zJ’~ 6.rello~o3) lolaun3-opnasd ke~~!q~e u 103 &qo l!rnyoa Ado~omoq 
walaqoa E se IIaM se ‘(oI-T. AlE[jolo3) suo!ianJisuoa Jeq pap!s-oru\l pue slsarqo 
uoyEpuE.Il %u!p[a!h ‘sa!Jot7ajEa lEp!ouow 30 suojlae iq%!-1 pue 13al ualaqoa 303 
(sldaauoa amalay ‘13~3 u! ‘pue) si.uaJoaq~ amalay aJE aJay ‘snqL je!~yuou 
ale suo!l~puoa uaawar\as asaqi 30 Ma3 LaA E lcjuo ‘SaldLuExa ~JE~UEJS aql 30 
111~ u! ‘Qa~euwo~ -A3!laA 01 suog!puoa uaa)uaAas ale aJay ‘~~qlqo mmyuxadns 
hE.tl!qJE UE 30 lEq1 lClaureu ‘aauewwm!a lEJaua8 )SOl.u aql UI ‘(L-1 hEllO.lO3) 
iaaiqo lE!agduqs-opnasd paqsap aql 01 Alawpaumq speal s!qi t(g.1 ylEt.uaa 
aas) ruaJoaq1 aaualaqoaladns aql 30 aauanbasuoa kaa UE s! ruaJoaq$ aauaJaqoa 
~ea!sseia aqi pue ‘aay3ns suori~puoa aualaqoa ~EI.@!~o aqi ‘~18 30 2~~3 aql UI 
ylewaa aas) qnsaJ aaualaqoa.ladns aql 30 uo!ssaIdxa ue se /Clo8am mqmnu 
lewp~o aql 1noqE luat.ua]e~s s!ql30 yu!ql 01 ‘1~~3 u! ‘a[q!ssod s! 11 1u~o3 ~my.~ouea 
e II! ual$!mal QIE~!UOUED aq uea sapelaua8ap HUE saaq 30 al!sodwoa AlaAa 
:3lasi! ko8alEa laqwnu !su!p~o aq1 30 amwaj e A~~eguassa s! paAa!qae aq uE3 s!qJ 
JEql IDE3 aq,L ‘(s-1 LUoaqJ,) 2442.402~! ammyo~mdns E IlEa I 1EqM 30 aaUElSqnS 
aql s! mslqdIowos! aqr 30 ssauanbiun aqL *sagguap! lE!aqduqs aql 01 ‘&upuods 
-alJo sumqd~owos! 30 sacmew! Zhqsodwoa (cq pau!eiqo umqdlowos! pnleu 
anb!un E Itq palelal ale ho%a]ea Jaqumu ]~u!plo aqi u! dEuI awes aql u10.13 
atuo3 leqj slolaun3 daEJaua8ap pule aaq 30 sa)!sodwoa 0~1 KuE lay1 aaluElEn% 
II!M qxqM %u~kY?E!p [euo%iuPd aq 01 ~el!ur!s ‘((p-1) aas) suo~~~puo3 aaualaqoa 30 
]as alE!ldoAddE ue ~03 syool auo uaqJ_ *sa!)guap! lE!aydm!s p.~apuels aql30 qxa 01 
palEpossE s! rus!q~otuos! Iemleu e ‘dllelaua2I alow LIC~M srql UI -:+'p!p +'p'+'p 
ws!qdJomos! ~EM’llEU E SE pa1Ea.I) s’ ‘+!p!p = !y’ + ‘p SJOlXIn3 30 hyenba aql lEq1 
UEaw 1 s!ql hg *alay paq!wsap hoaql aqi ~03 aJ!IlJEdap 30 w!od aql 'aSUaS aU.IOS 
u! ‘SEM s!qJ, ymohuad h1pa.I lou s! UIE.I~E!~ lEuo%luad aql ‘SplOM lay10 UI 
.;+!PI+!P!P~,+!p,+!P!P""~~ I+'p!$p 
;+t Pa 
T 
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are satisfied. The basic fact which underlies the proof of the ~‘~~-supercoherence 
theorem (Theorem 2.7) is that every base-point preserving function 8 : m- + n+ 
ma? ,be written uniquely as a composite B = ‘yw, where y is order-preserving and w 
is a permutation which is order-preserving in the fibres. Once again. the theory is 
rigged to produce pseudo-functors, so that every symmetric monoidal category 
naturally gives rise to a ~fJ-supercoherent object (Proposition 2.9). and hence to a 
pseudo-functor defined on r”. The coherence theorem for symmetric monoidal 
categories is a special case of this theory (Remark 2.10). but it should be pointed 
out that the proof of the r”-supercoherence theorem essentiallv follows the proof 
given by Mac Lane in [18]. 
The last three sections of this paper contain 3 series of homotopy-theoretic 
applications of these results, starting with a (somewhat preliminary~ supercoher- 
ent version of the group-completion theorem (Proposition 3.4). and culminating 
in a sequence of applications to algebraic K-theory which appear in the fifth 
section. The latter include a delooping of the ‘Q = +‘ theorem (Theorem 5.2Oj 
and the construction of the .L-theory presheaves of spectra referred to above, 
with the resulting descent spectral sequence for &ale <L-theory in 15.24). Along 
the way, a general object is constructed which is shown to be the 0th space of the 
spectrum which is associated to a symmetric monoidal category S via the 
r”-supercoherence theory, and which coincides with the Quillen S-‘.T-construc- 
tion up to homotopy equivalence when every arrow of S is invertible and 
translation by objects of S is faithful (recall from [7] that this is the sort of S for 
which one can begin to prove things about SW’S). 
For this paper, I have concentrated on extracting spectrum-level and presheaf- 
level statements of results such as Q = +; this requirement forced me to properly 
consider infinite loop space machines associated to coherent diagrams of symmet- 
ric monoidal categories, and pseudo-simpli~ia1 symmet~c monoidal categories in 
particular. This is done in the fourth section. With supercoherence in hand, there 
is nothing particularly fierce about the theory of such objects. 
I should also mention here that the third section begins with a technical emma 
(Lemma 3.1) that recognizes rather a lot of fibre homotopy sequences arising 
from maps of bisimplicial sets. This result is yet another ‘consequence’ of 
Quillen’s Theorem B ([23], but see also [13]). but it has important technical 
implications for this paper: see the discussion of tite homotopy theory of 
pseudo-simplicial symmetric monoidal categories in Section 4. Lemma 3.1 also 
generalizes the main technical device appezrin, (7 in the Gillet-Grayson description 
of the loop space of the Q-const~ction (Lemma 1.5 of [6]). and it can be used to 
give a very short proof of the group-completion theorem (see also [13]). 
The stream of ideas appearing in the final three sections of this paper is the 
foIlowing. One begins by observing that the Grothendieck construction associates 
a category [X] to a pseudo-simpficial functor X defined on an index category 1. 
whose nerve B]X] can be thought of as 3 homotopy colimit of the spaces Bx(i) 
which arise from the initial input data i - X(i) given by the pseudo-functor X- 
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Thus. for example, every monoidal category M canonically gives rise to a space 
B[BM]; in particular, the space at level 1 of the spectrum associated to a 
symmetric monoidal category S is the space B[ BS] (see Remark 3.10). Similarly, 
a coherent action of M on a category N gives rise to a space B[EM X,M N] and a 
map pr : B[EM X,, N] +- B[ BM] which is induced by a pseudo-natural trans- 
formation given by projections. Propositions 3.4 and 3.5 assert that the homology 
(respectively homotopy) fibre of the map pr can be identified with BN if the 
objects of M act on BN by homology isomorphisms (respectively homotopy 
equivalences). 
Qne would expect, from the obvious analogy with monoids, to get a contract- 
ible space B[ EM xA, M] out of the coherent action of a monoidal category M on 
itself. this is so (Proposition 3.8). As it turns out, this is one of the key steps for 
getting a mode1 for the loop space of B[BS]. I formally invert the action of the 
symmetric monoidal category S on itself by constructing the translation object 
ES x, (S x S) arising from the diagonai action of S on S x S. Then the contrac- 
tibility of B[ES xs S], together with some fiddling with the concept of r”- 
supercoherence, implies that the space B[ES X, (S X S)] has the homotopy type 
of the loop space InS[SS] for arbitrary symmetric monoidal categories S 
(Theorem 3.10). The contractibility of B[ES X, S], in conjunction with Proposi- 
tions 3.4 and 3.5, also implies that the analogous space B[ ES X, (S x N)]. arising 
from a coherent action of S on a category N, has the homotopy type of BN if the 
objects of S act by weak equivalences on BN (Proposition 3.13), and more 
generally has integral homology of the form q,(S)-‘H,(BN, Z) (Proposition 
3.14). Substituting Quillen‘s category S-‘S for N in B[ES xs (S x N)] gives a 
weak homotopy iqf.q!ivalence BS-',l = B[ES X, (S x L)] in the cases where the 
K’S-construction actually works (Proposition 3.15). 
Let A denote an exact category in the sense of Quillen [23], and let Arr(n) 
denote the category of arrows, or relations of the finite ordinal number s. In [29], 
Waldhausen defines a simplicial exact category S.A by specifying the category 
.$A to be the exact category whose objects are the functors A4 : Arr(n)-* A such 
that for i 5 i 5 k the sequence O+ M(i, j) ---, M(i, k)+ M( j, k)+ 0 is exact, and 
sum that each M(i, i) is a zero object of A. Let s.A denote the simplicial set of 
objects of S. A: Waldhausen shows in [29] that s.A is weakly equivalent to the 
nerve BQA of the Quillen Q-construction QA, and is therefore a mode1 for the 
algebraic K-theory space of the exact category A. It is also well known that the 
functor s. takes naturally isomorphic exact functors to homotopic maps, and so, in 
particular, s.A (and hence BQA) is weakly equivalent to the diagonal of a 
bisimplicial set BIso(S.A). This bisimplicial set is specified by asserting that 
Iso(S,,A) is the exact category of isomorphisms in $,A. 
On the other hand, Iso(S.A) is a simplicial symmetric monoidal category whose 
Grothendieck construction [Iso(S.A)] has a nerve B[Iso(S.A)] which is weakly 
equivalent to the diagonal of BIso(S.A). The simplicial symmetric monoidal 
category Iso g’vcs rise to a r”-space, which can be defined to be the 
homotopy colimit of the Y-spaces arising from the symmetric monoidal 
categories Iso(.!$A). In particular. there is an associated spectrum Spt~Iso~S.A}~, 
which, as an extension of the Waldhausen result. is shown in Proposition 5.5 to be 
stably equivalent to the spectrum Spt( QAI arising from the symmet~c monoida 
category QA . 
In passing, one notes that the objects of Iso(S,,A) act by homotopy equivalences 
on B[Iso(S.A)], so that Proposition 4.3 (a simplicial extension of the preliminary 
group-completion result Proposition 3.5) implies that B[IsofS.A)] may be iden- 
tified up to weak equivalence with the 0th space Spt( Iso(S.A))” of the corrcspond- 
ing spectrum. 
A similar argument involving Proposition 4.3 implies that, for any symmetric 
monoidal category S. B[ ES Xs (S X S)] has the hamotopy type of 
Spt(ES x.% (S x S))‘: and that Spt(S) is stably equivalent to Spt(ES xs (S x S)) 
(Corollary 4.5). Pro~sition 4.3 may also be used to model the homotopy cofibre 
of a map Spt(S)-+ Spt(T) of spectra induced by a morphism of symmetric 
monoidal categories: this homotopy cofibre is stably equivalent to the spectrum 
Spt(ES x, (S X T)) which arises from formally inverting the S-action on T 
(Theorem 4.7). This last result gives rather explicit categorical constructions of 
Moore spectra and mod t K-theory spectra (but see also Thomason’s construction 
of this cofibre in 1271 if ‘going pseudo-simpliciai’ is not to your taste). 
For notational convenience. write S for the symmetric monoidal category 
ho(A) of isomorphisms in the exact category A, and recall that S gives rise to a 
pseudosimplicial category BS via supercoherence. There is a pseudo-natural 
transformation of symmetric monoidal categories w : BS-+ Iso(S. A) which is 
given in (5.14). This map can be visualized by observing that. if fat,. . . . . a, ) is an 
n-tuple of objects of A, then the associated object M of S,,A can be defined by 
specifying M(i, i) = ai 8> -+ * @ ai+ I for i I j; if i s j 5 k, then the sequence 
is exact. All of this is, of course, subject to some interpretation of iterated direct 
sums, but this is taken care ol by the r”-supercoherence result for S. Theorem 
5.20 implies that o induces a weak equivalence B[BS]-, B[iso(S.A)] if every 
exact sequence of A splits. The proof of Theorem 5.20 involves a proof of the 
Q = + theorem which makes direct use of the object ES xs (S X S) in Lemma 
5.18. I hesitate to say that this is a new proof of Q = +, however, on the grounds 
that its outline coincides with that of the original proof given in [7]; in particular. 
the real technical problem is to show that a certain space. dctioted by 
B[ES x~Ex],~] below. is a contractible H-space. On the other hand. Theorem 
5.20 should be thought of as a delooping of the Q = + theorem. It implies. for 
example, that the pseudo-natural transformation w induces a stable eciuivalence 
Spt(BS)-+Spt(QA) under the assumption that every exact sequence of .‘i splits 
(see Remark 5.21.1). It also implies the existence of a local weak equivalence of 
simpkial prcsheaves 
for either the &ale or Zariski topology on a scheme X. Here, KX’ is the 
simplicial prcsheaf at level 1 of the presheaf of E-theory spectra KX. One 
expects. given Sehe~htman’s calculations of 1241. that this observation will be the 
basis for a calculation of the dtale cohomol~~gy df the EC-theory presheaf of spectra 
on X. 
The ,l.-theory presheaves of spectra arise frdpm very similar constructions, 
starting with a pseudo-functor taking values in the 2-category of symmetric 
monoidal categories, which is defined by associating to an X-scheme Cl the 
category c L(U) of vector bundles on U which carry a nondegenerate symmetric 
bilinear form. These forms are required to be either symmetric or alternating as E 
is 1 or - !. The extant theory of such objects and the resulting construc:ion of 
&ale e L-theory appears at the end of the fifth section of this paper. The prevailing 
hope {this is the product of joint work with I3runo Kahn) is that mod 2 4tale 
f L-theory carries interesting characteristic lasses for symmetric bilinear forms 
(see [ 14, IS]). From this point of view. one of the tirst orders of business is to 
calculate the mod 3 6tale cohomology of the , L-theory presheaf of spectra, and of 
its constituent presheaves of simplicial sets. One imagines that this calculation 
woald proceed along the lines of [24]. starting from the results of [14]. 
I shall confine my remarks here about 1<-theory products to pointing out that 
the naive theory becames much easier if one accepts the point of view of this 
paper. Recall Waldhausen’s observation that an element M of S,zA is specified up 
to unique isomorphism by a string of admissible monies 
This observation translates directly into a weak equivalence of the diagonal of the 
bisimplicial set BIso(S.A) with a space B[Iso(Mon.A)] (Proposition 5.81, where 
Mon. A is 7 pseudo4 $icial exact category such that the objects of Mon,,A 
consist of 41 strings of admissible monies of length IZ. and with face and 
degeneracy functors induced by those of S. A. There is a corresponding result 
(Proposition 5.10) involving categories of strings of admissible epimorphisms, as 
well as spectrum-level versions (Propositions 5.9 and 5.11) of both. In particular, 
the natural candidates for the multiple ~-constructions of A start with the 
pseudo-bisimplicial category M0n.Mon.A given in bidegree (n, m) by 
Mon,,Mon,,,A, so that Spt( Q’A) is the spectrum associated to the bisimplicial 
symmetric monoidsl category Iso( Mon.Mon. A). The usual additivity argument 
implies that Spt( Q-‘A) is a delooping of the K-theory spectrum Spt( QA). It is also 
easy to see that any biexact pairing A x l?--+ C induces a map Spt( QA) A 
Spt( QB)* Spt( Q’C) in the stable homotopy category. 
The genesis of this paper owes much to conversations with various mathemati- 
cians who may or may not remember that they took place. f distinctly recall. for 
example, a discussion with Peter May in which he said (I am paraphrasing) that 
he bclicvcd !hat a monoidal structure on a category 1M was equivalent to a 
pseudo-functorial structure of the form BM. This is a conseq~lence of the results 
of this paper (see Remark 1.11). Paul Goerss and I also spent some time. in the 
context of my course on algebraic K-theory given at the University of Chicago in 
1984. decrying the fact that one seemed to be doing the same thing twice in the 
proofs of the group-completion theorem and the Q = + theorem. Group comple- 
tion is a step in the proof of the Q = -I- theorem given in this paper. in that one 
first has to identify the homotopy type of the space aristng from the construction 
ESx,(SxS). i h ave lately come to think of group completion as more of a state 
of mind than a specific theorem. bJ?!:;dcrS Mac: Lane has always said both that the 
Q-construction was essentially opaque and that the infinite loop space theory 
arising from symmetric monoidal categories was too complicated. I shall let the 
reader decide the question of the continuing validity of his claims. This paper is 
also due in part io some agitating, on the part of both Bruno Kahn and Victor 
Snaith. for me to produce an adequate de~nition of itale L-theory. 
Finally, much of the theory discussed here is concerned with infinite loop spaces 
of one form or another, and so 1 would like to dedicate this paper. with a mixture 
of sadness and admiration. to the memory of J. Frank Adams. 
1. Supercoherence 
Let ! be a smal! category, and let cat denote the category of all small categories. 
Following [Sj. i say that a pseudo-fmtctor X : I +cat associates a category X(c) 
to each object c of 1. and a functor X(a) : X(c)-+ X(d) to each arrow Q! : c-+ d of 
I. The data for X also consists of a natural isomorphism O( /3, a) : X( par)-+ 
X( P)X(a) for each composable pair 
B 
c-“-d---+-e. 
and an isomo~hism 7,. : X( II.) + 1 s(C.I for each object c of f, such that the 
following diagrams of natural isomorphisms commute: 
X(Y&) 
H(Y@.R) 
,X(7&)X(a) 
(1.1.1) f&Y.&) 
1 1 
(t(y.BlX(=) 
X(y)X(pa)x(,XX(Y)X(p)X(a) 
X&+--+ B(ig.n) X( ld)X(ff) 
(1.1.2) 
II 1 
rJ,,S(cr \ 
X(4 =l X($,X@) 
x(d,j 
eta.1,1 
--- X(a)X( 1,) 
(1.1.3) 11 xi0 )a 
:i I 
X(4 B X(0,,,, 
For the purposes of this paper. and pzhaps in general, t%e princ~~af use of 
pseudo-fuIt~t~rs i homotopy-theoretjc. Any ud~-fu~~to* Y can be *straight- 
ened out’ (the most common terr: is ‘rectified’ [22)) via a process which has 
generally become known as the Grothendieck construction. to produce an actual 
functor, which I shall provisionally denote by Y : 2 -+ mt. This functcsr Y has the 
property that for each object i of the index category I, there is an adjoint pair of 
functors Y(i) z$ X(i) which respect the functors X[cu) an3 Y(a) for each morph- 
ism cy of the index category 1. up to natural transformation. This means that, by 
applymg the nerve construction B, one gets homotopy equivalences of simplicial 
sets (or spaces) BY(i); BX(i) which fit into homotopy commutative diagrams 
BY(i) = BAT(i) 
for each a! : i--+; in the index category I. in other words, every pseudo-functor X 
gives rise to an actual functor X which is correct up to homotopy equivalence. We 
shall encounter many ey.;mples of this phenomenon in this paper. The rectifica- 
tion process itself wi!l be discusse-! in detail in the third section. 
Pseudo-functors defined on tne opposite category A”” of the ordinal number 
category 4 will be referred to as ~se~~~-s~~~lic~~i categories. One of the main 
points of this section is that every monoidal category M has a pseudo-simplicial 
category BM canonical!:. associated to it. The de~nition of BM is reughly what 
one would expect. One thinks of CI as a taw of composition for n-tuples 
(a,,, * - * 1 a,) or ‘striflgs 
consisting either of objects or morphisms of N. Then the face maps are defined by 
d&z,,.. . * .a,)=(n,,,. *. ‘Q2), 
and 
d,,(a,,,.‘..a,)=(u,~_ I,...’ al). 
::3 
Also. the degeneracies are defined by 
S,(c( ,,..... a,)=(n,, . . . . . N,+,.e.n,,...tr,) forOrj5r8. 
Note .hat d,d, = ef,d,, , for i I j unless i = j and 1 5 i 5 11 - 2. in which case the 
associativity isomorphism gives a canonical isomorphism cy : d,d, 3 d,d, + ,. Simi- 
larly 
d,,s,, = 1 . 
d,,+,s,, = 1 : AP-7 M” . 
d,s, = 
s,- 14 if i<j. 
s.d. , r_I if i>j+ 1, 
and A and p respectively give canonica! isomorphisms d,s, 4 1 ior j 2 1. and 
di+,sj-, 1 for j in the appropriate range; I shall denote both of these isomorph- 
isms by (Y. For example, disj is the functor defined by 
(a,,, . . . ,a,)-(~,,. . . . . a,+,.eCla,.a,_,. . . . .a,). 
and so (Y : djs,+ I is really the natural isomorphism M”- x A x M'- ’ if j 2 1. 
Observe finally that sisj = s,+,si for i 5 j. 
The natural isomorphisms in the data for the monoidal category structure or M 
may be reaked in terms of the structure of BM as the following commutat,ve 
diagrams of natural isomorphisms: 
04 
d/lid; - nid;+,d; = d;didi+z 
(1.2.1) 0 
I I 
ad,+2 
didid;+, - 
ad,+1 d,d;+,d;+,~d,d,,Idi+~ I 
of functors M”4 M”-’ for 1 I i I n - 3. 
didis, us’ b did;+ ,s, 
(1.W rl,\ /& 
d, 
of functors M” - + Ml’-’ for 1 I i I tz - 1. 
We shall observe also (see [19, p. 1.591) that the coherence conditions give the 
following commutative diagrams of natural isomorphisms 
(1.2.3) 
dis,d; = didis! A 1 ~d;di,,s,+, 
of functors M’-,M”-’ for ISiSa- 1, 
(12.4) 
of functors M” 4 M” - i for 0 = i 5 CI - 2. 
This description of 3M is only a rough estimate: we require a machine that 
produces a pseudo-functor BM : A ‘T * cat out of this data. The idea will be to 
construct BM by using the generators d,,s, and relations (i.e. simplicial identities) 
of A”pw together with the classical combinatorial fact that every composite of faces 
and degeneracies in A“’ can be canonically rewritten in a canonical form. 
For the sake of precison. recall that AoF is generated as a category by the face 
maps J,:n+n-I. O~i(-n. and degeneraciess,:n-+n+f, Osjrr~t. subject 
to the relations 
djd~=d~dj~~. iSj. 
i 
sj_+dj t i < j . 
d,Si = 1 l i=j.j+ 1 ‘I 
s,d,.+ - i>j+1. 
sjsj = Si,$Si , irj. 
Recall also (see [4] or [21]. for example) that any simplicial map can be written 
uniquely in the form 
where i, < * * * < i, and j, < * . * < j,_ This is most easily seen to be a consequence 
of the existence of epi-manic factorizations in the ordinal number category A, but 
the existence proof can be done with a generators and relations argument which 
we shah capitalize on later. Explicitly, a map in A”” is an equivalence class 
fs,,.... s,] of strings (O,, . . . ,6, )_ where the equivalence relation is the smallest 
relation on the set of all strings which contains the simplicial identities and is 
closed under concatenation. The existence of the canonical form is proved by 
induction on the string length S. To see this, assume a relation 
(e,. . . . .3,) -(s/,. . . . . s,,. di,, . . - , dj,) , 
where the string on the right is c-n o..5nical. This gives a relation 
by concatenation. Then show inductively that 
Sfcpt,r(‘olrc~rt~t~(~f, 
(1.3.1) b,,. . . - .s,,.d ,,.. . . .d,,.d,)-(S ,,.. . . .S,,.d, ,,,.. . . .d,,) 
in canonical form, where 
(1.3.2) 
in canonical form with 
if i<j, , 
if irj,; 
(1e3’3) (sj,V *‘. 'Sj,*d,, * * * l d,,*s,)-(Sk,,+. *. qsk,3 d,,.. a e 
in canonical form. with 
[‘l ifi>i,+l. 
C, = i2 if ~22 and i = i,.i, + 1 . 
i, - 1 if i<i,. 
4,) 
IIS 
A supercoherent structure consists of categories AI,,. II 2 0. functors 
d;: M,,-+M,,_,. 0 5 i I II. and functors s, : M,, + M,,, , , 0 5 j % II. t.gether with 
natural isomorphisms 
didi+didj+, , is j, 
d,si+s,_,di , i< j. 
d,si+ 1 . d,+,v+ 1 . 
disj+sjdj_, , i>j+ 1. 
sisi+si+,s; , ilj. 
all of which will be denoted by (Y. In addition these natural isomcrphisms are 
required to fit into the following (seventeen) commutative diagrams: 
ad, 
d dd - k I * didk+,d; 2 d,d;dk+z 
(1.4.1) ‘ha 
I I 
adAdz icjlk 
d,d;di+, od -d,dk+,dj+,-;;-td,di+,dk+? 
I+1 ,a 
dkd,si z d,d,+ ,si Ad,s,_,d,,, 
(1.4.2) dlru 
1 1 
adk+~ iSk<j-1 
dkSi__,d;~Sj-,dkdi-S d'dk+, r,_?a ,? I I 
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d:d,s, +I 2 d,s,d, 
(1.4.3) as, + , 
I 1 
(I ci, 
d,d;+,s,+,4;ddi 
44% --=+d;d,+,s, 
(1.4.4) d,\ ,/,a 
d, 
didis,_ I 
+I 
-4 
(1.4.5) asn-I 
i 
I P d, 
44+P,-I z d;s,t- ,d; 
d .d s =d,s,_,d, h 11 
(1.4.6) as, 
-i i 
ad, ick, j=k,k+l 
d;d, + Is, d,a+ di 
dP 
d,d,sj -% d;d,+,si - d;sjd, 
(1.4.7) dLa 
1 I 
adh i<j<k 
dks,-,d,js 
ad, 
~-ldk-ldi~S,-ldidh 
I 
dn.d,sj dtsjdk 
(1.4.8) i < k, j = i,i - 1 
d,dis, as, 
d,a 
didkt,si - disid, 
(1.4.9) ha 
I 1 
odk 
d~sidr _ 1 ~Sjtil;-,d;_l~Sjdi-Idk 
I I I 
d,sisi ““I, s,_ ,d,s,= si-,si-,dk 
(1.4.10) d,c. 
I I 
od, 
dx.si+,si-+ sidks, - 
‘j’t-1 k d as, *Ia 
d;sisj -% disj+ ,s, 
(1.4.11) as, 
I I 
OS, ilj 
s, - s,d,s, S, * 
j+l<isk 
k<isj 
(1.4.12) 
(1.4.13) 
(1.4.14) 
(1.4.15) 
(1.4.16) 
(1.4.17) 
A srring (fI,, . , . . S,) is a sequence 
@I A @, 
n,,--+n,+--s-n s 
of composeable arrows of A”” such that each 0, is either a face or a degeneracy. 
The collection of objects of A”r together with all strings forms a category of 
strings with composition given by concatenation in the obvious way. 
Consider the set Str(n. m) of all strings in Ar’p from n to m. Associate to each 
such string (es, . . . . 8, ) the composite functor 0, . . . 8, : M,, -3 M,,, defined with 
respect to the supercoherent structure given above. A whererlce isomarphism 
t$,,,. ;o;;;tYC * . . 7 y, ) is defined to be a composite of :ratural isornorpiiisms 
- . . &*,cc~, I. . 5,. E = 2 1, where each j, is either a face or a 
degeneracy off&f. Observe that (9, . . . 8, = y,. . . . yI if there is such a coherence 
isomorphism. Let St(e) be the category whose objects consist of all strings 
(d,, . . - , O,), and whose morphisms arc the coherence isomorphisms between 
them. 
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Theorem 1.5 (Supercoherence). irr (M,,, d, , s,. tx) be u supercoherent stmctwe. 
afld let 6 be an ordirzal rurmber mclp. Then the cntegory St( 0) consisting of strings 
whose composite is e with ail cohererxe isomorphisms betweeu them is a triviul 
groupoid. 
Remark 1.5.1. A trivial groupoid can be described as a category with exactly one 
arrow between any two objects. The supercoherence theorem therefore asserts 
that any two strings representing the same ordinal number map can be connected 
by a path of coherence isomorphisms. and any two such paths have equal 
composites. Thus. all diagrams of coherence isomorphisms commute. 
Proof of Theorem 1.5. Suppose that (0,. . . . , 8, ) is a string whose composite is 8, 
and let s,, . . . si,di( . . . di,, j, > * - * > j,. i, < - - - < i,, be the canonical form for 8. 
The idea of the proof is to construct a canonical coherence isomorphism 
A.! : (e,. . . . , e,)+ (sj,, . . . , si,, di,. . . . , d;,) 
for each such string in St(e), and then show that the R’s commute with all 
coherence isomorphisms of St(e). Note that the string length of the canonical 
form for 8 is less than or equal to the string length of ((-I,, . . . , 0,) (which is s). 
The canonical isomorp3ism R is constructed by induction on string length. 
Suppose that J2 : (tl,. . . . , e,)+(y,, . . . , y,) has been constructed, and that 
(h, . . . . y, ) is in canonical form. Now consider the morphism 
ae, :(e,,. . . ,e,)+(y,,. . . +e,). 
Suppose first of all that 0, = si and that y, = di. Form the composites 
if i < j. 
(es. 
if i=j,j+ 1, 
0% 
. . . 
. . . , 
. . . . 
OS, 
, e,, sj)-(y,,. . . , di, Sj)S(Y,, 
“I,(&,..., 513 di) * 
Rs, 
,&, sj)-(Yr,. . . 3 di, Sj) 
Y, Y:a 
(Y,, . . . 1 S,‘di-I)~~~(77”r, 
. . . 
. . . 
. . . 
7 Sj-1, di) 
3Y2)' 
ifi>j+l. 
The final targets are in canonical form in each case. and the R’s are defined to 
be the respective composites. The other cases are similar: y, = s,. 8, = s,: y, = d,. 
0, = sj; y, =si, 0, =dj. 
The construction of the 0’s implies that it suffices to show that they commute 
with all coherence isomorphisms of the form 0, . . . 8, Q. where 0, . . .8, is in 
canonical form. We shall prove this in the case where (Y is the map 
cy : djd;--, didi+,, j I i. All other cases involve similar arguments. Note that the 
seventeen diagrams imply that the R’s commute with all coherence isomorphisms 
of the form 8,cy. 04,. and (Y. These are the cases that occur when the string length 
is at most 3. 
If8,issjord,withk<j,thenf3,... 8,ar is the first step in the construction of 
J2, since e, . . . t?,di is in canonical form. But then the diagram 
(es,. . . . e,, d,, di) 
a, a,” 
m.. . .el,di, d,,,) 
n 
I J 
R$+,=R 
(~v.+d,+,) 
commutes, where (yr, . . . , y,, d,,,) is in canonical form, as required. 
If 8, is d, with k 2 j, then the commutativity of the diagram of natural 
isomorphisms 
4 
d d.d. - d.d d. k J ’ J k+l I 2 d,d;dk+? 
dkrr 
I I 
ad&+? 
dkdid;+, - 
ad,+1 
d;dk+~dj~~~d~dj+~dk+~ 
gives the desired result, by applying 0, . . . ez to all functors and natural isomorph- 
isms in sight. Explicitly, & . . . O,ad,, 0, . . . fl,adk+? and (9, . . . 8,ad,+, commute 
with the respective n’s, by induction on string length, and there is a commutative 
diagram of natural isomorphisms 
es , . . 8 d-d. 
a,. .+d,a 
2 , h+I 1 d.-8, . . . 0,d.d d. , I !I+: 
where (C,.....&) is in canonical form. Note that ( y,, . . . . yr , d,, ,) is in 
canonical form, so that y, . . . y, (Y is the first step in the construction of 
fl : (Xv. . . , y,, dk+,, d;)-+ (i,, . . , 5,). 
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It follows that the R’s commute with 19, . . . &d,a. The argument for 0, . . . O,d,a is 
similar. q 
Suppose that (M,,, di, sj, CX) is a supercoherent structure, and choose a 
canonicalform~j,...~,ldi , . ..di..i,>...>j,,i,<...<cil,foreachw:n~min 
A“4 Write 
** = sir. . . sj,dir . . . di, : n/I,,+ M,,, 
with respect to this structure. If r : m+ n is another such map in AoF, then T,O, 
and (~w), come from strings with the same composite, and so there is a unique 
coherence isomorphism e(r, 0) : (m)*-, T,W, by the supercoherence theorem. 
Observe that 1, = 1 for each identity map of A”9 since 1 corresponds to an empty 
string. 
Corollary 1.6. If (M, , di, si, (Y) is Q supercoherent structure, then the assignment 
o ++ o, and the isomorphisms 0(~, w) : (TO)*-, r,w,, 1, = 1 give the data for a 
pseudo-simplicial category M : Aop --+ cat. 
Proof. Suppose that 5 : r-s is a map in A”‘. Then l,e(~, o) and 0( 5, T)W, are 
coherence isomorphisms, and so the diagram 
({TO). e(i+.w) (lT),W, 
commutes by the supercoherence theorem, since all strings involved represent he 
same map of Aop. A similar argument shows that e(l, w) and fI(o, 1) are identity 
maps. 0 
Corollary 1.7. The data (BM,,, di, sj, C-X) 
supercoherent structure, and so there is 
simplicial category BM. 
arising from a monoidal category M is a 
a resulting canonically defined pseudo- 
Proof. The nontrivial ~7,: . for diagram (1.4.1) is given by diagram (1.2.1). 
Diagrams (1.4.3) (1.4.4, and (1.4.5) correspond to diagrams (1.2.3) (1.2.2) and 
(1.2.4), respectively. All other cases and diagrams are checked by chasing 
elements. I7 
Remark 1.8. The classical coherence theorem (see [19]) for the monoida cate- 
gory M can be most succinctly expressed as the special case of the supercoherence 
theorem for BM corresponding to the simplicial map 0 : n- 1 which is dual to the 
ordinal number maps I + n which takes 0 to 0 and 1 to n. 
A left acrk~n of a monoidal category M on a category N consists of a functor 
‘II : M x N-, N, together with natural jsomo~hisms cu : m, !I3 (ml Cl X)--P 
(m2 Cl m,) 0 x and A : e Cl x--,x (q E M, x E N), such that the following dia- 
grams commute: 
Similarly, a right action of M on P consists of a functor Cl : P x M--+ P together 
withnatura~isomorphismscu:yU(m,Um,)4(yUn2,)Om,andp:yUe~y 
( y E P, mj E M), such that the following diagrams commute: 
Given tke actions of M on P and N, set P X~ EM X,,,, N,> = P X M” x N, and 
define ~,:PX,EMX~N,,~PX,EMX,~N,~_, and s~:Px~EMX~Z~.~,-=+= 
f’h.JM%,N,,+, by 
di(y7 m#*V * p “1 m,,x)= (y.m,ll...,m;+,nmi-..-,m,,x) 
i 
(y, m,,, . . * , m_l, m, q xl if i=O, 
(yCm,,m,~_,....,~~,,~~ 
~~~~iin, 
- 5 
gy, m,z, f * * , tR,,.X)=(y,F?2 ,,,. ..,mj+,,e,Pnj,....m,,X) 
forO_=jrn. 
Then, as before, djni = didi+, . ~PxM”xN~PxM”~‘xNfor~~~junlessi=j 
and 0 5 i zz n - 1, in which case the associativity isomo~hi~m gives a canonical 
isomor~hism u : did,+ didi+l (note the extra cases i = 0 and i = n - 1). Similarly, 
disj= 
sj_,di if i<j, 
sjdi_, if i>j+ 1, 
sisi = sj+,si for i5j. 
The h and p respectively give natural isomor~hisms d,s, -+ 1, and dj, ,Sj -+ f as 
functors from P X A!” X N to itself for 0 C: f - * 4 II. The coherence eo~ditions on M 
and for its actions give commutative diagrams of natural isomorphisms 
d,d,d, 2 d,di+,di = dididj+? 
(l-9.1) 0 
I I 
4, 
dididi+g 7 I+1 did~+,di+,~djd;+,d;,? 
of functors P X M” X N-=+ P X I%#“-” X N for 0 1 i 5 n - 2, 
didis, (2JI didi + 1si 
(1.9.2) 
of functors PX M” X N-+_PX M”-’ X N for OSillz 
We also find analogues 
d,s,d; 
(1.9.3) 
of diagrams (1.2.3) and (1.2.4). produced by the same method. This is enough to 
prove the foilowing: 
Corollary 1.10. There is a s~pe~cohe~ent sf~z~cf~re (P X, EM xM N,*, d,, sj, cu) 
arisirzg front the left and right actions of a ~o~o~dul category h4 on categories N 
and P respectively, and so there is a resulting ca~o~icalty defined pseMdo-si~p~i~ia~ 
category P x,,, EM x, N. U 
The proof goes through just as before. 
P xM EM xM lV is a two-sided bar construction. Observe that the translation 
object EM X, N is given by * x,+, EM xM N, where M acts trivially on the 
one-morphism category *, In particular, by identifying EM X,,, N,z with M” X N, 
we obtain the explicit formulas 
d,(m,* ,..., m,,x)= 
i 
(q, * . . , m, Ox) if i=O, 
(uq7, . . . . mi+IDm, ,... ,m,,x) forOSi(:n-1, 
(m ,,-,r *...QX) if i=n, 
s,fm,,. * + * , m,, x) = (m,, - . . , ml+,. e. mj,. . . , m,, x) for OSjSn. 
Similarly. BM may be i~e~ti~ed with the two-sided bar construction 
* xM EM x, *. 
Remark 1.11. The notion of a kft action of M on N (respectively of a right action 
of A4 on P) can be reformulated as being precisely the data which gives rise to a 
sup~rcoherent object EM X,N (resp~~tjve~y a supercoherent object P x,~ EN). 
The nontrivial instances among the seventeen diagrams in (1.4) are the de~ning 
coherence conditions for these actions. Similarly, a monoidal category is really a 
supercoherent object BM. 
Suppose now that X : I --*cat is a pseudo-functor. Let f denote a string 
of composeable arrows in I, and let E,X,, denote the eategory 
where the djsjoi~t union is over all such strings f of length fr. d,, : E,x,, + E,X,,_ i 
is defined to be the unique fun@tor such that the following diagram commutes: 
The functors dj for i > Cl and si are defined, respectively, such that the following 
diagrams commute: 
E,X,2 = D X(i,,) kX(i,,) 
Then one finds that did, = didi.+ Bfor i 2 i, unless i = i = 0. Also= 
i 
sj_,dj if i<j, 
d,Sj = 1 if i=j,j-+ 1 unless i= j=O, 
Sjdj_ 1 if i>j+l, 
SiSi = sj+ ,si If i=j. 
There ic a natural isomorph~sm CY : dos,,-+ i which is determined ~mpoueutwise 
by the isomorphisms 77.; : X(1,)* Ixt+ and there is a natural isomorphism 
LY : d&+ d,d, which is determined componentwise by the structure isomorphism 
W& fiY’ : x$!)X~~)~X(fifi)~ 
Corollary 1.12. The dura ( E,X,l, di, si, c-r) associated to any pseudo-functor 
X : I--+ cat is a supercoherent structwe, atzd so there is a canonically defined 
pseudo-si~~p~~ciui object E,X associated to X. 
Proof. The nontrivial cases are the following diagrams: 
But these are the defining diagrams for the pseudo-functor X. Cl 
A morphism (f, o) : (M,, di, si, a)-+ (IV,, di, Sj, cu) ~~su~e$cohere~& structures 
consists of functors f : &fn -+ N,, , pz 2 0, and natural isomorphisms o : d, f + fdj 
and w : si f -r fsi, defined in all degrees for ail i and j, such that the obvious 
diagrams of natural isomo~hisms arising from the standard simplicial identities 
commute. This means, for example, that there should be a commutative diagram 
fd,d, 2 djfdi ~ didif 
associated to the natural isomorphism LY : d,d, -+ didi+ 1. There are five other such 
conditions. 
This specializes in turn to the notion of morphism of monoidal categories. 
Explicitly, a morphism of mowokid categories f f, w) : f M, 0, e, cy) 3 
(N, Cl, e, LY) consists of a functor f : M + N. together with natural isomor~hisms 
w : f(a Kl b)--, f(n) cl f(b) and an isomorphism (LL : Jr(e)-+ P, such that the ft?!!ow- 
ing diagrams commute: 
There is a corresponding definition of morphism of coherent actions of a 
monoidal category. 
A morphism (f, w) : (M,z, di, si, a)+ (Ndt d;, si, a) of supercoherent objects 
induces a pseudo-natural transformation (f, o) : M+ N between the associated 
pseudo-functors, given by the functors f, together with the itelates of w (see [22]; 
a pseudo-natural transformation is a particular sort of lax natural transformation). 
In particular, any morphism of monoidal categories induces a pseudo-natural 
transformation between the associated ‘classifying’ pseudo-simplicial categories. 
Suppose that (f. CO) and (f’, o’) are mo~hisms (M,z, di, sj, a)+fN,,. dj. si. a) 
of supercoherent objects. A homoropy h : (f, CO)--, (f ‘, o’) between these morph- 
isms consists of natur;! ;somorphisms h : f-f’, defined in all degrees. such that 
the following diagrams commute whenever they make sense: 
&f-% ,$f’ S,f-lili,S,f’ 
Any such homotopy gives rise to a pseudo-homotopy (see [22] again) between the 
associated pseudo-natural transformations (f, o),( f ‘, w’) : M-, N. This notion of 
homotopy also specializes to a notion of homotopy of morphisms of monoidal 
categories, which I shaI1 leave to the reader to formulate. 
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Remark 1.13. The supercoherence theorem 1.5 has a somewhat deeper interpre- 
tation in terms of a 2-category St(A”“) of strings in A’? This YJ ~c?~gory (see [19, 
IIS] for a definition of 2categories) is specified by rcyuiring that the vertices of 
St(A”P) are the objects of A”‘, the l-cells from m to n are the members of the set 
St@. n). or the set of strings of faces LF-$ degeneracies from m to n, and there is a 
2-cell from the string (es, . . . , 0,) to (r,, . . . , r1 j if and w!y if the composites 
e, o *--00, and r, 0 - - - 0 7, are equal in A““. In particular, the collection of strings 
(e,. . . . .8,) such that the composite 9 0. - -0 0, is a fixed morphism 0 of AO”, with 
the 2-cells relating them, forms a trivial groupoid. The proof of Theorem 1.5 may 
be used to show that the face and degeneracy maps, the coherence isomorphisms 
corresponding to the standard simplicial identities, and diagrams (1.4.1) though 
(1.4.17). form a system of generators and relations for the 2-category St(A”“). A 
supercoherent object is therefore a morphism of 2-categories from St(A”D) to the 
2-category of functors and natural isomorphisms. 
2. r”-supercoherence 
Let Z-” denote the category of finite pointed sets with objects W+ = 
(0.1,. . . . II } . n 2 0, pointed by 0 in each case. The morphisms of r are the 
base-point preserving functions between these sets. 
Y is the ‘aigebraic theory’ which describes abelian groups. just as the opposite 
ordinal number category A“’ is the theory that describes monoids. An abelian 
gr ;~p A is really a functor from f” to the set category Sets which sends 1’ to the 
:-‘t A. 0’ to 2 singleton set, sends coproducts to products, and does the obvious 
thing to the morphisms s’ : 2”-, 1’ and d’ : O’* 1’. Similarly, a pseudo-functor 
on f”. suitably &scribed, should be a category which is an abelian group object 
up tu coherent natural isomorphism. Of course, candidates for such objects 
already exist in cat; these are the symmetric monoidal categories. The purpose of 
this section is to show that these two concepts are essentially interchangeable. The 
point. as in the previous section, is that there is a method of constructing 
pseudo-functors on r’ from primitive data which is provided by a supercoherence 
theorem for P’ (Theorem 2.7), and which accepts symmetric monoidal categories 
as input. For our purposes, the resulting pseudo-functors will be more interesting 
than the original symmetric monoidal categories, since they lead immediately to 
stable homotopy types that will be discussed in subsequent sections. 
It should also be said that supercoherence theory, as discussed in the last 
section, and r”-supercoherence are just two examples of several different 
theories. In particular, in order to define r”-supercoherence properly, we must 
begin by describing so;-.re of the other theories arising from the category of ordinal 
numbers. Another supercoherence theory arising from a category related to r” 
will be discussed at the end of this section. 
I write A’ for the subcategory of r consisting of order-preserving functions 
between all of the sets n’. As such. A - is also a subcate_pnry of the ordinal 
number category A. In particular. it is the subcategory of ;1 wb~~~ is venerated by 
the cofaces d’, i ~0, and all codegeneracies i, subject lo the cosimplicial 
identities. 
One can define A-supercoherent and A’-supercoherent strucrures by analogy 
with the A’P-supercohrrcnt structures given in the last section. In particular. a 
A-s~perc~~~~r~~~t struct tre consists of categories M,, . tt 2 ii, and fslnctors 
di:M,,+.M,,+,. P~i~rt+ 1, s’:N,+,+M,,, O~j~rz. topcther with natural 
isomorphisms 
did’-, d”‘d’ . 1 s j . 
all of which wili be denoted by (Y. These natural isomorphisms are required to 
satisfy obvious analogues of the seventeen diagrams appearing in ihe definition of 
a supercoherent structure. For example, the analogue of diagram (1.41) is the 
foIlowing: 
dj’ld’& , di”kdk+ idi_ &“‘dj+ fdi 
11’. ‘* nd’ 
A A’-supercoherent structure is defined similarly, except that the functors d” do 
not appear. Then, for example, we have the following theorem: 
Theorem 2.1 (A”-supercoherence). Let (M,,, d’ (i>Of. .c‘. R! he a A’-saperco- 
herent structure. and let 8 be a rn~rphisF~~ c$A-. I”ftert thr category St(@) cunsistirlg 
of all strings whose composite is 8 and all cohereme isomorphisms between them is 
a trivial groupuid. •l 
- nv4-, of ,,,h;rh ;c Here, a Siiiiig is a scqiicnce (O,, . . . , f() c;f morphisms of A , bUb.I "a ..s..L.. ,, 
either a d’, i >.O, or an sit and a coherence is~mcrphisn~ is a composite of natural 
isomorphisms of the form y, . . . 7, a ‘y, r i . . . yr, E = t 1 where each ?; is either a 
d’ or an sj. The proof of the ‘-supercoherence theorem goes through just like 
the proof of the A-supercoherence theorem- given in the last section: one takes 
advantage of the fact that there is a canonical way to rewrite any composite 
4 D * - *O (3, of generators of A +. 
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There is also a 
the result above. 
A-s~~erco~~ere~ce theorem which has the same fo~uIation as 
Remark 2.2, The A’-supercoherent structures that we shall consider tend to arise 
from a sort of duality between A OF and A”, which is based on the structure of the 
simp~icial circte S’ = A’J3A’. Let * denote the base point of S’. Then the 
nontrivial rz-sinnylices of S’ have the form 0;. i = 1, . . . , n, where 0, is the ordinal 
number map n-, 1 given by the sequence of relations 
i-l i 
There is an obvious pointed bijection n+ --$ Si which is defined by sending 0 to * 
and i to of for 15 i I n. The collection of these bijections fits into commutative 
diagrams of the form 
n+pS’ 
I I 
0 
s’ I 4 Oc=iln-1 3 
(II - 1)’ ------&-, 
n+- sl, 
I I 
dl” I I FJ OSjrn. 
(n + 1)’ -St,+, 
We shall use this bijection of pointed simplicial sets explicitly later on. Note that 
there is also a functor A’ --, Asp which is defined on generators by sending 
d’:n++(n+l)’ to si_, :n+n+l for lljrn+l, and by sending 
s’:n’-*(n-1)” to di:n-,n- 1 for 0 ZG i I: n - 1. A supercoherent structure 
induces a A”-supercoherent structure, by precomposition with this functor. 
Note that any order-preserving map y : m’ ---, n+ determines and is determined 
by the partition y-‘(O) < y-‘(l) < - * * < y-‘(n) of the set m+ (observe that all 
fibres except y-‘(O) could be empty). On the other hand, if B : m+ -+ n+ is any 
pointed set map, then the partition _ 
u C’(i) = m+ 
of un+ determines a permutation CT : M+ +rn+ such that the composite @pi s 
order-preserving. ~urthe~nre, G can be uniquely specified by requiring that it be 
order-preserving in each fibre. It foiiows that each pointed set map 8 : n-B+ 4 n- 
has a unique factorization 8 = yti, where y : mc +n+ is order-preserving and 
w : m* -+m+ is a base-point preserving permutation (i.e. an eIement of the 
symmetric group ZPal) which is order-preserving in the fibres. In effect, if 
yo = y W, where y’ and u’ have co~esponding properties, then w’o-’ is a 
fibre-prese~ing permutation, and so y and y’ have the same associated parti- 
tions. Also, o’o-r is order-preserving in the Bbres as well as ~bre-preserving; it 
must therefore be the identity map. I shall say that o is the cunu~~c~~ 2~4~~ 
associated to 8. 
Let JSzS denote the subgroup of S,,, consisting of permutations 5 such that 
J$ = 7, Then each such < is like a block matrix; it is a product of permutation 
matrices corresponding to the fibres of y. The collection of permutations 
5 : m+ -+ m+ such that 5 is order-preserving in each t-‘y -I(i) is a system of left 
coset representatives for &iZiZ; this is implicit in the uniqueness of the factoriza- 
tion given above. 
In what foflows, I shall use the usual notation (a i, u2. . . . , ak) for the cycle in 
the symmetric group &, which fixes all elements not in the subset (a,, . . . . ak >. 
and which is otherwise defined by a, * ui+ 1 for 11 i’ -C k and a, ++ a I. 
The data for a r”-supercohererzf object (M,, d’, s! a. c,> consists of a 
A*-supercoherent object (M,r, d’, s’, cu), an action of the symmetric group z;‘, on 
M, for each n L 0, and natural isomorphisms ci : si -+ si( j, j + l), 1 “=: i 5 n - 1. In 
addition, one requires that the following conditions are satisfied: 
(2.3) The diagrams 
commute, where @E&_,, WE&+,, and e” and c;i are the respective canonical 
shuffles. 
(2.4) If (o*,. . . , w,) and (y,, . . . a x) arc strings of d”s and Ps representing 
the same morphism m+ dn + in A’ and @ E Z,r, then Bat = &3, where Q denotes 
the unique coherence isomo~bism on each side of the equation, and g is the 
canonical shuffle associated to 8w, . . . wi, = 0~~ . . . x. 
(2.5) The following diagram commutes for each i and 8: 
@Pi 
BSi~@S’(j, i + 1) 
II ‘I 
$N i’6 US”“‘@, b(i, + 1,; 
%( j? 
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where @ E &:,, and e” is the associated canonical shuffle (note that e(j) = ii{ j)). 
(2.6) The following diagrams are required to commute: 
(2.6.1) 
(2.6.2) 
(2.6.3) 
(2.6.4) 
r,d’ I I d'r, _ , iCj 
s’(j, j + l)d’= sjd’( j - 1, j)xdk’-‘Cj - 1, j) 
Sjdj A--P 
c,d’ 
I T 
L1 
s’( j, j + l)d’====== s!dj+’ 
sJdr 
a * d’-‘s’ 
c,d’ 
I 1 
,I-'cj jci-I 
si( j, j + 1)d’ = sjd’fj,j f 1)~ d’-‘&, i + 1) 
S’S’ 
P 
*Ai+’ 
csi+l I >Si(i, i c l)P 
s’c, 
I II 
s’s’(i,l -t- 1) S’s’(i f 2: i + 1, i) 
o(i.i+l) 
I I 
a(i+2.i+l.c) 
s~zi'(it i + 11 s,r,.,tii+*t .-----+s's'+'(i f I,i + 2)(i,i + 1) =S’Si+l(i + 2, i + 1, i) 
(2.6.5) 
S’s” ’ n Cis’ 
i I 
) 2s’ > sip, i -I- 1)s” 
SC,+1 
&+‘(i+l,i+2) II 
T 
sY+‘(i, i + 1, i + 2) 
a(c+t.t+Z) T ufi.i+l.i+2f 
s’s’(i + 1, i-l-2) --z.s’d(i, i + l)(i f ’ i + 2) = 
, .- 
sqi, i -I” 1, i + 2) 
(2.6.6) 
SjSi L1 .&i+ 1 
I 
C,Sl 
1 
SiCi + , j>i 
s'(j, j-t I)&== sY( j + 1, j + 2)~#*‘(j + 1, j + 2) 
1 . 
Strprrcoherettce 
(2.6.7) 
In this context, a coheuefice ~so~norp~zjsi?~ is defined 10 be a composite of natural 
isomorphisms of the form 5, . . . <,flE&+, . . . $,, e = 2 1, where each 5, is a d’. an 
sk, or a permutation, and /3 is a cj,, one of the coherence isomorphisms for the 
A”-supercoherent structure (M,,, d’, s’. cu). or a composition identity coming from 
either the permutation groups or conditions (2.3)-(2.5) above. 
Theorem 2.7 (P-supermherence). Let (M,,, d’, si, cr. c,) be a r”-supercohere?u 
object, and let w : m+ + n+ be a fixed map in the category r” of jinite pointed sets 
.2d pointed maps. Let St(w) be the category whose objects consist of all strings 
(@,, * - . , 0,) such that each 6 is a d’, an s’ or a perrnut~tjot~ of P, and such thnt 
9 1”. e, = w. and whose morphisms are a/l cuhere~ce jsomorph~sms between the 
relevant compositions of the corresponding functors in the r”-supercoherence 
structure. Then St(w) is a trivial groupoid. 
Proof. Write o = d’l . . . dir& . . . sisy in canonical form, with i, > - + * > i, and 
jl < * - * < j,, and the permutation 5 E Z,?, order preserving on fibres. Write 
6 = d” . . . si\ for the order preserving part. Let (O,, . . . , f9,) be an element of 
St(w). The idea is to produce a canonical coherence isomorphism 
(@,, * - . , e,+(d”, . . . , diS,&. . . , sis, y) 
which commutes with all other coherence isomorphisms in the obvious sense. 
First of all, according to the relations in (2.3), there is a morphism 
where each & is either a d’ or an sk, and T E Z,,,,,. This morphism may be written 
down canonically by removing permutations from (e, . . . . , e:) from right to left. 
Now consider the composite 
(0 ,,..,, ,q=(t ,,..., r,,~)~(d’I,...,sj:~), 
where (Y : (el,, . . , &)+(dit,, . . , sir) is the unique coherence isomorph~sm 
arising from the underlying A +-supercoherent structure. Call this composite a’. 
Note that Zyn is generated by the transpositions 0; .= (j, j + 1) for which 
O(j) = 8( j -I- 1). subject to the identities 
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a;=1, 
(cTjfJj,$ = 1 1 
uiaj+l =~~+~fq ifi<j, 
where they make sense. Observe also that 
for some i)EA+. Thus, if O(j)=O(j+ l), 
diagram 
@( 1) = B( j + 1) if and only if 8 = 6s” 
there is a composite Cj given by the 
(ti’l, . . . , sjr, (it i + lb) 
where the string (xl, . . . , x,) of cofaces and codegeneracies i  in canonical form. 
I claim that every coherence isomorphism f : (8,) . . . ,6,) * ( p, , . . . , pr) fits 
into a commutative diagram of the form 
(e,, . . . , e,) -5 (cl”, . . * 1& 7) 
(p,..1.. 
I I 
f ’ 
p,)n._ (d”, . . . , sir, 7’) 
where f is a composite of the C,‘s. It suffices to prove the claim when f is one of 
the generators. If f is an (Y, then f’ is an identity map, by A+-supercoherence and 
condition (2.4). f’ is trivially an identity if f is a composition identity. Observe 
that if f is of the form cjf& . . . t?,, then f may be replaced by the composite 
s’e, . . . 
is 
B,=&, . 
Ci”, . . . “,T’ 
. . vp---+s’(j,] + 1)r; . . . V,T’ 
fs’n’)- f 
-sqj,j+ l)$. . . i?, 
since the f’ corresponding to s&J’ is the identity. Then one uses the diagrams of 
(2.6) Lductively to show that, up to introduction of permutation identities and 
instances of (Y, cjpl . . . vt$ may be replaced by a composite of maps of the form 
P , . . . &C[‘p : p, . . . p&p-,p* . . . &S((f, e + l)cp , 
where the ~3;‘s are cofaces and codegeneracies and the cp is a permutation. This 
implies that any 0, . . . ei_,ciq+, . . . es may be replaced by a composite of 
coherence isomorpIisms involving instances of cy, composition identities, and 
maps of the form 8, . . . @,c,cp, where p is a permutation and each q is either a 
coface or a codegeneracy. But then each such map is conjugate via the a’ 
isomorphisms to some Cj, by A’-supercoherence. 
I claim that the natural isomorphisms Cj satisfy relations of the form 
(CjCi+,)’ = 1, 
GCjt, = Cj,,Ci 
To see this. note first of 
if i<i. 
all that re ;!;:ring the canonically chosen string 
CY 1.“” x,) in the definition of Cj by any string itpresenting the same morphism 
in A’ gives a composition Dj such that R’Di = C,O’. This allows us to infer the 
relation CiCj+ , = C,+,C, from the special case corresponding to the string (s’. 
s’+‘); this, in turn, is essentially an application of ondition (2.66). The relation 
Ci = 1 is a consequence of condition (2.6.7). Similarly, the relation ;C,C,,,)’ = 1 
amounts to the commutativity of the following diagram: 
Here, gj = (i, i -F 1). The comm~tativity of this diagram follows from that of the 
diagrams in (2.6); the argument in [18. p. 401 may be used as a guide. 
NOW consider the map 0’ : (6, _ _ . . , tl,)+ (dii. . . . . s’,, T) constructed above. 7 
has the form T = hy for some unique h in xy,, and h is a product of generators of 
the form (i, i + 1). Thus, there is a map (d”, . . . , srr, r)+ (d”. . . . . S”- 2’: which 
is a composite of the Cj’s, By the claim above, it does not matter which composite 
of the C,‘s representing h is used to construct this map. Thus, by the claim about 
the maps R’, the composites 
(l$...., e,)%(d”, . , . .sir,7)-,(di’, , . . ,S”‘, y) 
commute with all coherence isomorphisms as required. D 
Recall that a sy??z~etric ~Q~~~i~a~ ca egu~ A is a monoidal category (A, El, e, 
a) equipped with an extra isomo~hism 7 : a q b+ b q a such that 7’ = 1 and 
such that the following diagrams of natural isomorphisms commute: 
aO(bOc) --“--t(aOb)Uc--L,ctl(aUb) 
(2.81) anr 
I I 
(I 
aO(cUb)~ (aUc)[3bT;;;T(cCla)Ub 
eC7bdb!3e 
(2.8.2) J4 
b 
Notice that reading diagram (2.8.1) ‘backwards’ and relabelling gives a diagram 
of the form 
(aClb)Clc~aO(bClc)~(bClc)Cla 
(2.8.3) T!Zll 
I 1 
0 
(b 0 a) Cl cp- bU(aUc)~bCl(cCla) 
We already have a supercoherent structure BA on A”” coming from the monoidal 
category structure of A. The functor A* -+ Aop constructed in Remark 2.2 
determines a A’-supercoherent structure, which I shall cali T”A. Explicitly, 
I-A, = A x -.a x A (n factors), and 
d’(fl,,,...,a,)=(u ,,.... ,a,,e,a,_ ,...., a,) for 1zSiSnf1, 
and 
&(a ,,“. . . * a,) = (a,,, . . - , a,+l q ffi,. . . , a,) for 
whereas 
1, 
The symmetric group & acts on F’A,I by permuting factors, and there are natural 
isomorphisms cj : d-+ si( j, j + 1) for j = 1, . . . , n - 1 given by applying T in the 
jth factor and the identity elsewhere. 
Proposition 2.9. For each symmetric mmoidui category A. the assigmtents (T'i-l ,) 1 
d’, si, QI, c,) give the data for a rO_su~e~c~~lere~lt objeer. 
Proof. The conditions (2.3)-(2.5) are satisfied, since the ci’s and at’s are defined 
in factors. Similarly, diagrams (2.&l), (2.6.3) and (2.6.6) commute trivially; the 
EY’S are identities in these cases. The commutativity of diagram (2.6.2) is a 
c~~~equencc of (2.8.2), and diagrams (2.6.4) and (2.6.5) are consequences ef 
(2.8.1) and (2.8.3) respectively. Diagram (2.6.7) is the requirement that r’ = 
1. u 
Remark 2.10. Mac Lane’s coherence theorem for symmetric monoidal categories 
[l& 4.11 CC .isists of the cases of Theorem 2.7 corresponding to pointed surjections 
of the form n+ -n l’, applied to symmetric monoidal categories via Proposition 
2.9. 
Corollary 2.11. There is a pseudo-functor J’“A : 1”” -4 cat canoni,-ally associated 
to each sy~~etrie ~~~~~da~ ~ateg~~ A. Cl 
If El : A x iV--, N is a coherent action of the syirmetric monoidal category A on 
a category N, then defining I’“(EA XA N},* = A X * * * X A X Iv (ft A-factors), with 
S”(f2 II.. . . ,a,,x)=(a,,. . . ,a, Ox), 
St f a,$, . . .,a,,x)=(a, ,..., aiiJlui ,..., at,x) for lrisn--1, 
and 
&anti .,., a,,x)=(a,, ,..., ~~~,e,a,_~,....,a,.xf forIri=+lY 
with the obvious choices of cr and cj give the data for a I”“-supercoherent 
structure, which I shall denote by F’(EA xA IV). Note that this construction does 
not give rise to a F-space in the sense of Segal, unless iV has a coherent base 
point. Neither is the pseudo-simplicial object EA X, N recoverable from this 
construction, despite the notation, since the top face maps are missing. 
Once again, the r”-supercoherence theorem is really just a prototype. Let I-z 
denote the subcategory of r” whose objects are the ordinal I :&mbers n for n > 0, 
and whose mo~hisms are the functions 0 : n-+ m which are e~d-~oi~r ~~ese~vi~g 
in the sense that 8(O) = 0 and 6(n) = m. I shall denote its subcategory of 
order-preserving maps by A,. *, in turn, may be identified with A”” via a fynctor 
A”‘+ A, which is defined by sending the ith face map d, : n+ n - 1 to s’ : n f 
l-+-n for O=izSn, and by sending si:n-l-+n to sf”+‘:n+n+l for Olir: 
n - 1. Thus, the data for a ~*-su~e~~ohere~t object (M,,, cd’, si, ty, Cj) consists of a 
A-supercoherent object (M, (n 2 l), d’, si a) (also known as a supercoherent 
object via a change of variablesj. an action of the symmetric group &_, on M,, for 
each n 1 1, and natural isomorphisms cj : s’+ s’( j, j + 1) for 1 5 i 5 n - 2, such 
that anaiogues of the conditions (2.3)-(2.6) of the de~nition of r”-supercoherent 
objects are satisfied, where they make sense. 
A natural example of a rz-supercoherent object is given by the two-sided bar 
construction M x A EA X A N associated to a pair (Cl : M X A--, M, q : A x 
N-, N) consisting of a coherent right action and a coherent left action of a 
symmetric monoidai category A on categories M and N, respectivety. We have 
already seen that there is a supercoherent object acsociated to this data. Use the 
isomorphism A, z Aop to construct the corresponding A,-supercoherent object, 
and give it the same name. Then explicitly M X, EA X, ZV,, = M x A x - -. x 
A x N ((n - 1) A-factors), and 
S”(Y~a,,-,,....Q,.x)=(y,a,~_ I...., a,,Qx), 
s”-yy, a,*_,, * f * 1 a,,x)=(yOa,_,,a,-,,...,a,,x), 
di(y,Q,,_ ,,..., a,,X)=(y,ff,2_, ,... ~~i,e,Qi-l.~--~a~~X) forle=n. 
Observe that & _ , acts on this object by permuting the A-factors. Then the maps 
cj : s’--+ si( j, j + I), I sj 5 n - 2, are instances of the isomo~hism c in the jth 
factor, just as in the definition of TVA. Furthermore, the conditions (Z-3)-(2.6) 
are satisfied; the diagrams contained therein commute as a consequence of the 
r”-supercoherence of T”A. We have shown the following: 
Proposition 2.12. Let A be a symmetric rn~n~~d~~ categury, and let 
q :MXA+M and El:AxN+N 
be coherent right and left actions ofA on M and N, respectively. Then the structure 
M X, EA X, N, as de~ned above, is r~-s~perc~here~t. Cl 
Now, subject to making the obvious definition CC coherence isomorphism in this 
context, we have the following: 
Proposition 2.13 ~~~-supercoherence). Let (M~(~ 2 l), d’, s’, Q, ci) be a rg- 
supercoherent object, and let o : m+ n be a fixed map in the category I’: of 
end-point-preserving functions between ordinal numbers 21. Let St(w) be the 
category whose objects consist of all strings (0,) . . . , 0,) such that each 0, is a di, an 
sk or Q perrnl~tatio~ f y”, and such that 0, . tl, = o, and whose m~rph~ms are all 
coherence isu~~orp~lisnls between the relev;~nt co:?q?ositions of the corresponding 
fu~ctors in the r~-supercuhere~~~ str~~~ture, TIzeI? St(w) is a trit*i& ~roupo~d. q 
The proof is the same as that for the ~-supercoherenee theorem, The 
corollaries are obvious; in particular, M X, EA X, N has a pseudo-f z-object 
canomcaiiy associated to it . 
3. Same applications in h~motopy theory 
This section is primar~Iy concerned with the homotopy properties of the 
‘classifying space’ (denoted by B[BM] below) of a monoidal category M. Roughly 
speaking, this classifying space and its related constructions enjoy most of the 
homotopy-theoretic properties that one finds in classifying spaces of ordinary 
monoids. One sees, for example, that the action of N on itself leads to a Borei 
construction @EM X, M] which IS contractible (Proposition 3.8 below). Further- 
more, one can show that if M acts on a category N in such a way that 
multiplication by each object of M induces a homology isomorphism BN--, HV, 
then BN has the homology of the homotopy fibre of a canonical map 
B[EM X, N]-+ B[BM]. These results are applied in the symmetric monoidal 
case: one of the main results of this section is that, if .S is a symmetric monoidal 
category, then the Bore1 construction Bf ES XS (S x S)] arising from the diagonal 
action of S on 5’ x S has the homotopy type of JZB[BS] (Theorem 3.10). In fact, 
B[ES X, (S x S)] is a homotopy-theoretic generaiization of the Quillen S-‘S- 
construction (Proposition 3.15). 
I shall begin by proving a lemma that recognizes homotopy fibres for certain 
types of maps between bisimplicial sets. This lemma (which is really a user 
interface for Quillen’s Theorem B [23]) will appear as a technical device in much 
of what follows. Of course, the main theoretical input for this section consists of 
the various flavours of supercoherence. The ideas of the proofs that appear here 
are essentially intuitively obvious; what technical difficulties there are arise mostly 
in the process of converting these ideas into acceptable data for the supercoher- 
ence theorems. 
Lemma 3.1. Suppose that f : X,.,-=+ Y,_, is a map of b~s~rnpi~ei~~ sets such that, 
in each horizontal degree n, the map f,, : X,,., -+ Y,,., is a fibration of simpliciai 
sets, and such that, for each vertex x of Y,,,,, n ~0, and for each ordinal number 
map 8 : rn- n, the induced map offibres F”-+ F&l,t is a weak equivalence. Then, 
if y is a vertex of Yo_s,, the fibre c,. over y for the map $, : X,., -+ I’,,,* may be 
ident~~ed with the homotopy f&e over y of the induced map d(X, . * ) + d( Y, . *) of 
diagonal simplicial sets. 
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o-’ -nsider all b’ implices (+: A“.‘+ Y*,:, of Y = Ye.+., and define the 
bisimplicia; se; _,‘- ’(a) by ;pecifying that the following is a pullback diagram: 
f-‘(a)- x 
Since X is a homotopy colimit of the functor on the bisimplices of Y given by the 
f-‘(a) (see 113, p. 79]), it suffices for the proof of the lemma to show that each 
morphism of bisimplices CT+ 7 induces a weak equivalence of (diagonals of) 
pullbacks f-‘(a)-f-l(~). 
Observe that a vertex x E Y,,.,, defines a bisimplex x : A”.(‘-+ Y. Then in 
horizontal degree n, 
as a simplicial set, so that f-‘(x),,_, z F,,,, where s : n - 0 is the unique map to 
the terminal object in the ordinal number category. The canonical map 
s* : F-,- F,., of fibres is induced by the comparison map of fibrations 
x 0. * 2 x,,.* 
fo 
I I 
f” 
yo.*I._ y n, * 
It is a weak equivalence by assumption, and so the diagonal simplicial set d(f -‘.u) 
is weakly equivalent to F;-. 
Observe more generally that the map defining the bisimplex u : Akq’+ Y (i.e. CT 
is an P-simplex of Y, .+) is determined in horizontal degree n by the commutative 
diagram 
A’ -2” k.* 
in, I I 9’ 
A k.l n. * = Ll A(? Y,.* 
n+k 
B 
where in, is the inclusion of the direct summand corresponding to 8. It follows 
that the simplicial set f-‘(a),,., in horizontal degree n has the form 
Were, each fif(fP~) is defined 
simplicial set maps is a pullbiicA: 
f ,‘(@%F) - -%.* 
I I 
XX 
A’ -Y ii’0 n.* 
Each f, is a fibration, bj assumption. 
determines a vertex u of Y,. * 5 then 
commutative diagram of simplicial sets 
by requiring that the following diagram of 
Thus, if ,he composition ,lt’AAf % Y,., 
the map T of simplices gives rise to a 
The top t?” is a weak equivalence by the assumption about comparing fibres, and 
both vertical maps are weak equivalences since fA and f,, are assumed to be 
fibrations. It follows that each ordinal number map 8 : II-+ k induces a weak 
equivalence of simplicial sets 8” : ~~‘(~)~~~~I{~~~). 
Suppose that 8, : r-3 k is a map of ordinal numbers, and consider the map of 
bisimplices 
A r.t 
0; = (6,*1) I 
A 
k.l 
Then the induced map (@i), of fibres in horizontal degree M is determined by the 
diagram 
On the other hand, there is a commutative diagram of simplicial set maps of the 
form: 
J. F. Jardine 
in which the top horizontal map is a disjoint union of the weak equivalences 
E*sT : fl,‘(0)-q-,;l(E*f)TO). and the bottom horizontal map is a disjoint union 
of the weak equivalences y * : ~~i~~~4~~i~~~~~. (@,I, is the map in horizontal 
degree n of a bisimplicial set map whose diagonal may be identified with the 
simplicial set map 8, x 1: A’ x f i ‘(CT)+ Ax; r: fl;‘(~). It follows that the bisimpli- 
cial set map (et), induces a weak equivalence of diagonal simplieial sets. 
Let & : s--, #! be an ordinal number map, and consider the associated map of 
Then, in horizontal degree n, the induced map 
bisimplicial sets is dete~ined by the diagram: 
(ep), : f-‘((o;)*+q-‘(o of 
f,‘(E*@;)*o) =f,‘(r*d?2)-L u f,‘(E*u&) 
I 
n-k f 
C%l. I (@!I* 
_f%W in, u[ mr*cr) 
n---k 
e 
Here, I@,), is the unique map of pullbacks over the map 
of simpIices of *Y,,.+ It follows that (tlz)* induces a weak equivalence of diagonal 
simpliciai sets, and the lemma is proved. Cl 
There is also an homology version of Lemma 3.1, in the style of [13], which 
identi~es the homology fibre of the map of bisimplicial sets f : X,, y 3 Y,, * under 
conditions which are completely analogous to those of the lemma (i.e. replace the 
term ‘weak 
x,X-+ BM which arises from a degreewise application of the Bore1 con- 
struction. This fact is an easy consequence of the homoIogy version of Lemma 
3.1; the reader might find its proof to be an amusing exercise. 
Let [X] denote the G~ot~e~~~e~~ co~i~~r~icf~o~l (see also f26]) associated to a 
pseudo-functor X : I --*cat. Explicitly, [X] is a category whose objects consist of 
all pairs (i, x) such that x E X(i). A morphism (cu. f) : (i, x)4 (j, y) of [X] is a 
pair consisting of a morphism (Y : i--, j of the index category 2 and a morphism 
f : X(rr)(x)+ y of X( j). Identity maps and the composition law are definJ using 
the structurat information associated to the pseudo-functor X. There is a functor 
rrx : [Xl-+ I induced by projection; for notational convenience, we srrall often 
write R for v,. 
Recall [19] that the cutoff caregory r 3. i is the category whose morphisms 
consist of all arows of the form W( j. x) -+ i of 1, and whose morphisms are the 
commutative triangles of the form 
in I, Then ic+ rr Jr i defines a functor Z-+cat which one thinks of as the 
~c~~c~tj~~ of X. There are functors Fi : X(i) -+ P & i and Gi : a- J, i --, X(i) such 
that Fj is left adjoint to Gi, where F&r) is defined to he the mo~hism 
li : n(i, x)-, i and Gj(~ : z( j, y)+ i) = X(cn)( y) in X(i). It is easy to see that 
the diagram of functors 
commutes up to natural isomorphism for each ar : i-+ j in I; the isomorphism 
associated to /3 : r(k, x) -+ i is the component of 6(cu, 0) corresponding to 
x E X(k). There is a similar homotopy-commutative diagram 
.I. F. Jardine 
X(i) X0 X(j) 
for each 01 in I. 
Lemma 3.2. Tlte forgeffz~l furtctors rr 1 i + [X] induce a weak equivalence 
holim B(a 4 i)-* B[X] . 
iEl_ 
Proof. The map in question is induced by a map of bisimplicial sets 
The bisimplicial set on the left is holim& B(n 1 i),.,; it can be rewritten in the 
form 
u holim, B(7t & i),,, = W, 4 ‘)q - 
(i~,,xo)--~~-‘(il,.xp~ 
Each category iP 4 I has an initial object, and so each simplieial set B(i, 4 I) is 
contractible. !I 
The proof of Lemma 3.2 is a step in the proof of Quillen’s Theorem B; there 
was nothing special invoked about the functor R : [X] 4 1. But the proposition 
allows us to think of B[X] as ‘holim, BX(i)’ when put together with the other 
facts given above. 
Suppose that Cl : M x N -+ N is an action of a monoida$ category M on a 
category N. and define the pseudo-simplicial categories EM xM N and BM via the 
supercoherence theorem (i.e. use Corollary 1.10). The projection maps 
define a pseudo-natural transformation pr : EM xM N-+ SM. One sees this by 
observmg th:.. ‘_ : component 8(cu, p), in the factor of M” x N corresponding to 
M” is the @(QI , 3) for the corresponding composeable pair of morphisms in BM. 
Note also that, for any morphism cy : rn- n of A”‘, there is a commutative 
diagram of functors of the form 
M”’ x Na M” x N 
(3.3.1) Pf 
I I 
PC 
M”’ T M” 
In particular, a, : M”’ X N--* N” X N has the form LY ,(x’, y) = (au,(x), &(x. y)) 
for some uniquely determi-:ed functor & : M’” X N- N. For a fixed object 
x E M”‘, let b-Y : N-+ M” x N be the functor defined by y-(x. y), and let 
&(x, ) : N-, N be the functor defined by J j ++ &;(x. y). Then it follows that there is 
a commutative diagram of the form 
Ci(x. ) 
N-N 
(3.32) ‘r 1 1 ‘o&l 
M”’ x N - M” x N 
associated to each morphism cy : m+ R of A”” and each x E M”‘. 
Proposition 3.4. Suppose that the monoidal category M acts on the category N in 
such a way that multiplication by each object of M induces a homology isomorph- 
ism H,(BN)-+ H,(BN). Then pr : RfEM X,, N]-, B[BM] is a homology fibra- 
tion with homology fibre BN. 
Proof. Lemma 3.2 and the homology version of Lemma 3.1 together imply that it 
is enough tc, show that, for all mo~hisms a! : m-, n of A“9 the commutative 
diagram of simplicial set maps 
induces homology isomorphisms in all homotopy fibres. But this diagram is 
homotopy equivalent (via the functors F,, and F,,,) to the diagram of simplicial sets 
induced by (3.3.11, and the map on the homotopy fibre over x E M”’ is weakly 
equivalent to &(x, ) : BN + BN. This map is a homology isomorphism by 
assumption. •1 
The homology version tif Quillen’s Theorem B (see [13]) can also be used 
directly to give the following: 
Alternate proof of 3.4. Let (n, X) be an object of [BM], and consider the category 
pr J (n, x). There is a functor F<,,,,) : N+ pr 4. (n, x), given by defining F,,_,,(y) 
to be the identity arrow pr(n, (x, y), 1-+ (n, x). The commutative diagram 
J. F. Jmdine 
of functors induces a functor P, : pc k (n, x)-, ?r ! n. The functor G(,_) is 
defined to be the composite 
Note that G,.,, associates the object 6(x’, y) of N to the map 
(0, f) : pr(m, (x’, y))- (n, 4 - 
Then G (n,xI<fi:.n.x)( y) = i,(x, y) = y by the supercoherence theorem, and the com- 
posite functor F~,..,~Gr,2.,, assigns the identity map pr(n, (x, 6(x’, y)))--, (n, x) to 
the object (0, f) : pr(m, (x’, y))+ (n, x). A natural transformation l-+ F~,,,,~G~,.,) 
is given by the maps 
pr(m, W Y)) 
Wf.lN I 
Wf 1 \ 
prh k &x’, y))) 4 
(n, 4 * 
Note that each diagram of functors 
% x) 
N-------* pr -1 (n,x) 
1 1 (W.&r) 
N - pr $ (n’, x’) 
%*.c) 
homotopy commutes, where the map N+ N is defined by y H &(x, y). The 
requisite natural transformation is given by the diagrams 
The functor o, is induced by successive multiplication by elements of M, and is 
therefore an Z-IS-equivalence. Now use the H,-version of Quillen’s Theorem 
B. •I 
Lemma 3.1 (or the homotopy version of Theorem B) can be used in exactly the 
same way to prcr;” the following: 
Proposition 3.5. Suppose that a monoidal category M acts coherently on a category 
N in such a way that multiplication by each object of M induces a weak equivalence 
BN+ BN. Then BN is weakly equivalent to the homotopy jibre of the map 
B[EM x, N]+ B[BM]. El 
Let X be a simplicial set, and let K be a pseudo-simplicial category. A 
pseudo-simplicial category K @I X may be defined by K @ X,, = K,, Y X,, , where 
X, is thought of as a discrete category. 
Lemma 3.6. There is a weak equivalence 
which is natural in n E A*‘. 
Proof. Consider the diagram of functors 
[Kc3X]- P’R [X] 
P'L 1 1 “x 
[KIT Aop 
induced by projections. The required functor 
is defined on objects by sending 8 : rKsx(m, x, a)+ n to the pair 
(0 : nK(m, x)+ n, e,(u)) 
for x E K,,, and cr E X,,. In other words, H, = ((prL)*, Gn(prR)*), according to 
the diagram above, where G,, : CT 1 II+ X,, is the canonical functor. There is a 
commutative diagram of functors 
and each F,, is a weak equivalence. 0 
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Corollary 3.7. The map pr, : [K@A’]+[K] is a weak equivalence. El 
Proposition 3.8. Let M be a monoidal category. Then B[EM x,~, M] is con- 
tractible. 
This is the analogue of a well-known classical result. The idea of proof is to 
import into this context a suitable proof of the fact that BC is contractible if a 
category C has an initial object. 
More explicitly, suppose that the category C has initial object e. Then certainly 
e determines a commutative diagram of functors 
dl; \ 1C 
h 
Cxl-c 
in the obvious way, giving the contracting homotopy on application of the nerve 
functor B. Let x : n+ C be the n-simplex 
of BC, m-l choose an n-simplex u of A’ = Bl. Associate to x the (n + 1)-simplex 
of BC. Alternatively, x, is defined by x,(O) = e and x,(i) = x(i - 1) for 1~ i 5 
n + 1. Then there is a commutative diagram 
nxl”X’Cx1 
I h 
n+l-C 
xc 
where h,, is the functor 
It follows that the homotopy h is defined on n-simphces by A(s, o) = 
x,o~,,o(~. u), where (1, o): n-, n X 1 is the obvious functor. There is an ordinal 
number map 4 : m + 1 *n + 1 functorially associated to any ordinal number map 
8:m+n. ~isdefinedby~(O)=Oand~(i)=8(i-1)+1forlni~~n~1.Note 
firally that there is a commutative diagram of functors of the forrn 
and so 8*h(x, o) = ~,~h,,o(l, a)00 = (fP~),~h,,~~(l, e*o) = h(8*x, 0*o). The 
point, ultimately, is that h(x, a) is a face of the canonical ‘extra degeneracy’ x,, 
and so the fact that the map h satisfies the simplicial identities is due to the 
canonicity of x, and relations in the ordinal number category A. 
Proof of Proposition 3.8. There is a pseudo-simplicial category (EM X, M)” with 
(EM x,&I),: = EM X, M,,+, and 8” : (EM x,,, A!),^ * (EM x,~ M),:, defined to 
be 8*: EMx,~M,,+,+EM x~M,,,+, for 8 : m-* n in A (not Aop). The assign- 
ment (m,,, . . . , m,, WI,,)-(m,,, . . . . rno, e) defines a pseudo-natural transforma- 
tion ( ), : EM x&,M+(EM X,,, M)"; in fact, one checks on generators that 
IS*(m,I, . . . . m,, e) = (o*(m,,, . . . , m,), e). Now define a functor 
by W(m,,, . - . , m,, m,), a) = (h,o(l, u))*(Rz,~, . . . , VI,,, e). There is a unique 
coherence isomorphism o, : V(h,,o(l, g))*+(h,,o(l, 8*a))*8*, since both com- 
posites come from the same map in A. Thus, w determines a natural isomorphism 
e*H,((q,, . . . , m,), a) = e*(h,, o(L a))*@,, . . . , m,, e) 
= (h," o( 1,6’*o))*8*(m,,, . . . , m,, t.) 
= (h,o(l, 0*a))*(0*(~~,,, . . . , m,), e) 
= H,#*(m,,, . . . , m,,), e*o). 
Note that each o1 is an identity map, since all induced functors of the form l* in 
EM X M M are identities. Furthermore, if y : k-+ m is an ordinal number map. 
then there is a diagram of coherence isomorphisms 
y*e*(h,,+, u))* - y*(h,, o(l, /?*c~))r?* w (hk ~(l, ,*e*(~))*j*ti* 
t r 
I I 
W*(h, +, 4)* +h,o(l. y*e*a))*(&)* 
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which must commute. It follows that the ZZ,,‘s and the we’s give the data for a 
pseudo-natural transformation H : (EM xM M) 63 A’ * EM XM M. The pseudo- 
natural transformations d’ : EM X, M+ (EM xM M) 63 A’, i = 0,l are defined, 
respectively by avoiding the vertices 0 and 1 in A”, just as one would expect. ZZd” 
is the transformation defined on the level of n-simplices by (m,, . . . , m,) I+ 
(m,,..., m, Cl e), and Z&Z’ is defined by (m,, . . . , m,) -(e, , . . , e). Note that 
the pseudo-simplicial functor EM X, M coincides with the pseudo-simplicial 
functor (BM)” defined by analogy with (EM X, M)“. In these terms, Hd” is the 
composite d,s, r BM,, 1 ---) BM,,, in each degree, and oe is the unique coherence 
isomorphism 6*d,s, + d,s,h*. But then the diagram of coherence isomorphisms 
6’ doso--ie--, dosob* 1* 
must commute, and so a : doso+ 1 is a pseudo-homotopy between Hd” and the 
identity of EM X, M. On the other hand, Hd’ is a composite of the pseudo- 
natural transformations EM xM M--, * and e : *+ EM X, M, where * is the 
one-point simplicial set, thought of as a discrete simplicial category. The proposi- 
tion now follows from the corollary above: do and d’ induce the same map in the 
homotopy category and Hd’ induces the identity map on B[EM X, M] whereas 
the map induced by Z-Id’ factors through a point. Cl 
Suppose that F : I x J--+ cat is a pseudo-functor, and consider induced the 
pseudo-functors F(i, *) : J-- + cat. Each y, : i, 4 i, in Z induces a pseudo-natural 
transformation y, : F(i, , *)+F(&, *), and hence a functor y,* : [F(i,, *)]+ 
[F(i2, *)I. In effect, the elements of [F(i,, *)J have the form (j, X) with x E 
F(i,, j), and a morphism (cy, g) : (j,, x)+ ( jz, y) of this category is a pair 
consisting of a morphism (Y : jl +j2 of J, together with a morphism 
g : F(i,, 4x-y in W,, j2). Then r,.(i. x) = (i, Qy,, i)x) and ~,.(a, g) = 
((Y, g,), where g, is the composite 
w29 W(YP i&d *qr*, jpo,, a)(x)-=F(yp jz)(y). 
Here, w is the composite 
W2,4F(Y,, i,)~F(y,, a)“-* F(y,, jz)F(i,, a) . 
The arguments of the maps 8 have been suppressed for notational convenience. 
If yz : i,-*i3 is another map of I, then there is a natural isomorphism 
8 : ( y2yl ), + y2*y, * induced by the restriction of the 8 for F to the i-variable. 
Explicitly, the component of 0 corresponding to the object ( j, X) is the map 
(1~ e*) : (i7 Q2Y17 i)W)-+ (iv F(y,, j)F(y,, j)(x)), 
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where 0, is the composi’ie 
F(i3, j)F(y,y,, j)(x) qy’F-(y2y1.J) - A';(XYP i)GG+F(Y~, j)F(y,, j)(x). 
Furthermore, there is a natural map qi : lIF(i.r)j-,( liJ, which is given com- 
ponentwise by the map (li, 1,: .r,ro, ) : (i, X)* (i. JTli, i!(X)) = (j, Ftli, lj)(x))a 
One shows that the data consisting of the assignment i~(l(i, *)], the 19’s and the 
q’s defines a pseudo-functor Z-- + cat, which we shall denote by [F],. 
Lemma 3.9. There is an isomorphism of categories [F] E [[F],]. 
Proof. The objects of [[F],] h ave the form (i, ( j, x)), where i E Z and ( j, X) E 
[F(i, *)], so that j E J and XE F(i, j). The morphisms of [[F],] have the form 
(Y, (a, 8)) : (4, ( j, 7 x,))+ (iz, ( jz, x,)), where y : i, --* i, is a morphism of I, and 
(a1 g) : r*(j,, -+4 jz, x2) is 2 morphism of [F(i2, *)]. But y*( j,, x,) = 
(iI3 F(Y, jdW), and so the morphism ((L, g) consists of a morphism cr : j, + j, 
of J and a morphism g : F(i2, a)F(y, j,)(xi)-+x2 of F(i,, j?). 
On rhe c:her hand, a morphism ((y, a), f) : ((iI, jl), y,)+((&, j?), yz) of [F] 
consists of a morphism ( y, U) : (i, , j, ) + (iz, j3) of Z x J, and a morphism 
f : F( 7, (Y)( yr)+ y,. Write _? for the composition 
Then the assignment f wf determines a bijection 
which respects composition and identities. 0 
An obvious example arises from the pointwise product G x H of two pseudo- 
functors G : I --*cat and H : J--*cat, where we set G x H(i, j) = G(i) x H(j). 
Then we obtain a pseudo-functor G x H : Z x .I--+ cat. In particular, if S is a 
symmetric monoidal category, then the pointwise product (ES xS S) x BS is a 
pseudo-bisimplicial object. 
There is, on the other hand, a pseudo-bisimplicial object that we may as well 
denote by ES X, S X, ES, which arises, most conveniently, from the observation 
that there is a functor v : rz x rz-, ri which is determined by the coproduct in 
rz (the ‘two-ended’ wedge sum). One can keep track of the indexing efficiently 
by observing that n v m can be identified with the ordinal number n + m - 1 via 
the maps 
nInL‘n+m-l-i”Rm, 
where in,(i) = i for Or i 5 n - 1 and in,(n) = n + m - 1, and in?(o) = 0 and 
samapx!rP ba ddolowoq sampu! 
sscz&x*lsxs3+ 
1s x (SY sx !?>I sx El E Isa sx (s x s)l sx sz7 
al!soduIoD 
paanpu! aq~ pue ‘s x *+s x(sgsx s)~;sg~x(s x s) sdetu v+.xe+nba-g a~ 
alay ina ‘[sg ‘x (g x s)] so ~2 WJOJ aq~ 30 va[qo ley[duqs-opnasd F! sa~!8 ISJLJ 
a(qey?A le~!l-ra~ aq$ 01 1aadsaJ ql!M %!@a~ ‘~~n?~y~s *aa&ap [ea!l~a~ qsea u! 
us x KS x s) sx ml z t,s sx (s x s) sx s-31 
ms!qdJomos~ lE3youE3 e S! alaqJ a3lI~s ‘[(s x s) sx SCJ] 
uo s 30 uop3e lua~aqo~ pampu! ue ~03 sg s x [(s x s) so sg] 01 xqclrowos! 
~~pp.IOUI?3 S! qD!qM 6~o%le3 pzpydru!s-opnasd e WA@ dals lsg aql lna 'Ap!jm~ 
uaql pue ‘alqE~.uM jwuoz!.‘oq aql 01 lDadsa1 qly 1s~~ Su!lCjy~a~ Icq ‘umqdlouros! 
183!uout?3 01 dn ‘palmlsuo3 aq hu [sg so (s x s) so ~31 ‘6'~ suwa~ Ag 
'(S X S) 'X Sg dq %UJOU3p U33Cj 3AD’: 3.V. $Fql 13+0 aI@ 
lo3 (s X S) ; X Sg 3l!JM p[nO3 %I0 ‘@[!UUS 'JOlX3 pUl?q-lJ31 3ql UO le!A!JlUOU 
S’ q3’qM s X s‘ UO UO!lBE 3qJ SalOUap 2 PUFl ‘UO!l3F! IWO%!p ‘3Jl S3lOU3p V alaqM 
‘Sg ; X (S X S) ;x Sg 3l!lM 1 ‘UO!SnJUO3 30 la%UI?p S! CWqJ lk?yl lU3A3 aql UI 
.lq8y aql uo (30~x3 pueq-gal aql aq 03 &Dads 
[IaM SB h3Ul aM ‘13’IJM) lOlX?J atI0 UO h11??!A!Jl PUE ‘Al~t?UO%!p 1391 aql UO SJ32 S 
‘am s!ql UI ‘sg sx (s x s) So sg hor7alt.l lepqdwp!q-opnasd B saA!% saxwwls 
alnpouuq 0~1 asay 30 Impold aql ikq~~~ ‘$q@ aql uo uo!$x ~e~x~~l aq
pue ual aql uo 3Iasl! uo s 30 uoyx aqi s! myi0 aql put2 ‘sap!s qloq uo 3lasl! uo s 
30 uopx aq4 s! au0 fsamwws alnpouuq-s lualaqo3 0~1 seq s AJo%aleD Ieplouotu 
~yamuk aql leql s! sqdeAmd OMI lsel aql 30 lu!od aql %yeads Alq%O~ 
*tt,s x s s1013e3 aql 01 &upuods 
-alJo3 s Sx STJ 30 1Cdo3 aql q]!M appu!o3 slolcmn3 ammrls pzgdru!s lm!l.xah 
aql ',,s x s x .s u! 101x3 s x ,s aql 01 Bu!puodsalloD s “X $3 30 Adoa aqi u! 
aSOq) ql!M %U!p!3U!O3 Sa!3?33Ua%ap PUE Sa3F!J lI?~UOZ!.IOq qlIri\ ,,S x S x .S WlO3 aql 
amq $3 sx s Sx SCJ 30 saxlduy-(zu ‘N) aql leql sass auo ‘~~01x3 ih.q%mmza~ lea 
uoysodtuoa 
aql Suole %u!i3ysar 6q * sx ~3 so s Mqo-ZJ-opnasd aql wop pauyqo vafqo 
lepydw!s!q-opnasd aql s! STJ so s SX sg uaqL *UI 5 ! 5 1 .103 1 - ./ + II = (Q8’u! 
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Theorem 3.10. Suppose that S is an arbitrary symmetric monoidal category, and let 
S act diagonally on the left on the product category S x S. Then there is a canonical 
homotopy equivalence B[ES X, (S x S)] = aB[BS]. 
Proof. Consider the pseudo-natural transformation [ES xs (S x S)] X, ES-, BS 
arising from the action induced by the multiplication of S on the right-hand factor 
of S x S. This action is induced by the pseudo-natural transformation 
S”_’ x (S x S) x s+ S”_’ x (S x S) ) 
(s,-*, - * - rS,r (t*, tz), Sk+,-,, * * - 7 St, (t,, s n tJ) 9 
which is induced by the vertical copy of so (interpreting ES X, (S X S) X, ES as a 
pseudo-functor defined on A, x A,). In particular, multiplication by s E S on 
[ES x, (S x S)l is induced by the pseudo-natural transformation 
S”_l x (S x S)4 S”_’ x (S x S) , 
(L,, * - .,S~,(f~,f*))H(Sn-_1,“‘,Sl,(f,,SOf2))’ 
The idea of the proof of the theorem is to show that this map induces a weak 
equivalence for all objects s of S. Bur there is also a pseudo-natural transforma- 
tion given by 
J Cn-1 x (S x S)+ S”_’ x (S x S) , 
and the composite of the two (formed either way) is the map 
S”_’ x (S x S)+ S”_’ x (S x S) , 
(Sri-l, - - - , Sl, (47 f&-+(S, -1, * - - , s,, (s 0 t,, s 17 t2)), 
which comes from a bisimplicial object which is obtained by ‘folding’ the 
F”,-supercoherent object obtained from the diagonal action of S on S X S. 
This folding process, namely precomposing with the two-ended wedge sum map 
rz X I’:+ ri can be done for any coherent action of the symmetric monoidal 
category S on any category N. Thus, to complete the proof of Theorem 3.10, it is 
enough to show the following lemma: 
Lemma 3.11. Suppose that a symmetric monoidal category S acts coherently on a 
category N. Then the pseudo-natural transformation 
ESx,N-+ESx,N, 
(s,-1, - * -, S,r++n-p. * - ,s,dJx), 
given by multiplication by s is a weak equivalence, for any s E S. 
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Proof. Note first of all that the simplicial set A’ can be interpreted as a copy of 
the category A,. To see this, observe that there are bijections n + l+ hom,(n, 1) 
for IZ 2 0 defined by i H u,, where a, is the string 13 - - - --, 1, an + , is the string 
O+...+ 0, and a, is the string 
which changes from 0 to 1 in the ith position, for 0 < i < n + 1. Then one finds 
that the following diagrams commute: 
n + 16hom,(n, 1) n + lahom,(n, 1) 
5’ 
I I 
d, ,,I+1 
I I 
3 
n-horn,@ - 1.1) n+2 yhom,(n + 1,l) 
From this point of view, the idea is to construct functors hi : S”-’ X 
iv--, S”-’ x N, OSilfl , and then to find natural isomorphisms 
w : 8,h,~l~,,~,B,. for all 8 : m-+n in A,, which fit together to give a homotopy 
h : ES xs N 63 A’ + ES xs N from multi;?lication by s to the identity. But the hi 
are defined by 
and 
“its,, - ,,..., s,,x)=(s,,_ ,,..., SKIS; ,..., s,,x) forOsisn-1, 
h,,(s,,_,....,s,,x)=(s,,_ I..... s&r). 
In particular, for 0 5 i I n - 1, hi is the composite 
(*, s,, _,9 . . . 1 s,, x)6 (*, s, s,a, . . . 3$,X) 
G+(*,s,,, . . .,s3si ,..., s,,x), 
where a, : n + l+ n in A, is the composite 
7;+ 1 5’ 
n+l-n+l+n z 
and TV+, EZ,,, is the shuffle defined by ~,+,(n)=i+l, ~~+,(j)=j if isi, and 
7i+, (j) = j + 1 if i < j < n. Observe that T,, is the identity, and h,, is the composite 
. 
‘The diagrams commute each 6 : n--, m in A, *: 
7, + I \’ n+I-n+l-n n+lLn 
(3.11.1) 6. 
I I@ O-1 1% 
m+l--m-f-l-m m+l+m 
Ttic,,+ I \H(I s”’ 
Here. 8, : n + I --, m + 1 is the unique endpoint 
such that the diagram 
‘I” 
n-n+1 
8 I I 8. 
m-m+1 
d”’ 
preserving ordinat number map 
commutes. and such that e,(rr) = m. Observe that rl+ ,d” = d’*‘. 
There is an isomorphism n + 1 z n v 2 in A,. and a commutative diagram 
n+l z nv2 
Thus, it follows from the commutativity of the diagrams (3.11.1) that there is a 
pseudo-natural transformation h : (ES X, N x S) C3 A’ + ES X, N defined by the 
a,‘s and s” in each degree: everything in sight is induced by a map of A,. and so 
the required w’s are coherence isomorphisms. On the other hand, the i, maps 
determine a pseudo-natural transformation j, : ES xs N+= ES x,~ N x S. The 
desired homotopy is the composite h oi,. cl 
Remark 3.12. Recall from Corollary 2.11 that there is a pseudo-functor 
T”S : P+- cat which is canonically associated to each symmetric monoidal cate- 
gory S. Observe that there is a canonical pseudo-natural transformation 
(6 . . . , e):*-+Sx--- X S which is induced by the collection of maps Od + n+ 
defined on the initial object of F’. This pseudo-natural transformation induces a 
natural transformation of the form Y J n+ --j 7r,.,,s 1 nt. which in turn induces a 
monomorphism of simplicial sets of the form B(T” J n’) L, B(?r,.,,, J n’). Write 
rOS*(n+) = B(T,-,,, 1 n’)lB(T” 1 n’). Th en the functor T”S.+ defined by 
n+ I+ r”S&‘) takes values in the category S, of pointed simplicial sets and is 
therefore a F’-space in the sense of [3]. Note that F’S&+) is weakly equivaient 
to f3(7r,.,, 1 n’). since B(T” J n’) is contractible. 
It is a consequence of Remark 2.2 that the simplicial circle S’ = J’lail’ defines 
a functor S’ : Aop* r” given by nH n+. Observe further that S’ takes all 
degeneracies into the order-preserving subcategory A’ of r”, and that 
S’(d;:n-+n-1) is in A + if 0 5 i 5 II - 1. Let T”S(S ’ ) denote the composite 
pseudo-functor 
One checks that this composite sends the top face maps n,, : n+ n - 1 to 
projections. The Ai-superesherent structure of 1 F”S is induced from the super- 
coherent structure on BS by composition with the duality functor A’ + A”‘, and 
so it follows that T”S(S’) coincides with the pseudo-functorial structure on BS. 
The definition of the functors F, : S”S(S’)(n)+ ~~~~~~~~ i n implies that the 
functor S’ induces a weak equivalence of bisimplicial sets nj-,,(,~, 4 n-+ 
ni-6 J n+, and so (see [3]) the space at level 1 of the spectrum which is associated 
to the Y-space T”S, is weakly equivalent to B[BS]. 
Let Spt(T) denote the spectrum which is associated to a F”-space F by the 
methods of [3]. I shall also write Spt(S) for the spectrum Spt(T”S,) associated to 
T”S,, for notational convenience. In this terminology, we have just seen that 
Spt(S)’ is weakly equivalent to BIBS]. The rO-space F’S is easily seen to be 
special in the sense of [3, p. 991, and so the associated spectrum Spt(S) is an 
J2-spectrum above its 0th term. Theorem 3.10 therefore identifies the 0th term 
QSpt(S)” of the ail-spectrum QSpt(S) which is associated to the symmetric 
monoidal category S by these constructions. 
Suppose, as in Lemma 3.11 that S acts coherently on a category N, and then 
form the pseudo-simplicial category ES xs (S x N) from the diagonal action of S 
on S x N. The map pr : [ES xs (S x N)]-, [ES xs S], which is induced by the 
S-equivariant functor S x N-, S defined by (s,, x)-s,, may be analyzed by the 
methods of the proof of Proposition 3.4. 
Let (n, z, s) denote an object of [ES X, S], where n is an object of A”4 z is an 
object of S” and s is an object of S, and consider the category pr J (n, z, s). Since 
1, is the identity for all identity morphisms 1 of A”“, it is easy to see that 
there is a functor Ft,.z_s, : N-, pr j, (n, z, s) which is defined by setting FC,,,.,)(t) 
to be the identity arrow pr(n, Z,S, t)+(n, z, s). There is a functor 
G,,.z,s, : pr J MY 2, s) + N which associates the object &r’, t) to the map 
(0, f) : pr(m, z’, s’, t)+ (n, z, s), where, 
&(z’, t) = (fJ,(z’), i(zf, t)) 
in the pseudo-simplicial category 
ES x, N, as in the proof of Proposition 3.4. 
One can check directly that G~n,z.s~FCn.r.s) = 1. Observe that FCn,r,s~GCn,r,sr 
assigns the identity map pr(n, z, s, &z’, t))+ (n, z, s) to the object 
(0, f) : pr(m, z’, s’, t)-+ (n, z, s). A morphism (bl, z’, s’, t’)+ (n, z, s, t) of 
[ES xs (S x N)1 can be identified with a 4-tuple (0, fi, f’, f3) consisting of a 
morphism 0 : m+ n of Aop, a morphism f, : O,(z ‘)-* z of S”, a morphism 
f2 : &z’, s’)+ s of S and a morphismf, : &z’, t’)+ t of N. On the other hand, the 
morphism f of the pair (6, f) : pr(m, z’, s’, t)-, (n, z, s) can be identified with a 
pair of the form (f,, fi). It follows that the diagrams of the form 
prb, z’, s’, t’) 
PHV, .fz. I ) I 
-qfz,=@.f, 
h z, 4 
pr(n 7 =, s, i(f, t’)) //I (1.1.1) 
commute, and so the assignment (0, f,, fZ)++ (0, f,, f2, 1) determines a natural 
transformation l-, F~n.Z,s~G~n,2.s). Thu , each F,, ..‘. Sj is a homotopy equivalence. 
Finally, a similar argument implies that each diagram of functors 
N- pr 3_ (m, z’, s’) 
homotopy commutes, where the morphism N+ N is defined by I I+ 6(zf, t). 
We may therefore prove the following: 
Proposition 3.13. Suppose that S x N --* N is a coherent action of a symmetric 
monoidal category S on a category N such that the induced action of the objects of 
S on BN is invertible in the homotopy category. Then the space BN is naturally 
weakly equivalent to B[ES xs (S x N)]. 
Proof. Quillen’s Theorem B may be used in conjunction with the argument above 
to show that BN is weakly equivalent to the homotopy fibre of the map 
B[ES X, (S x N)] + B[ES X, S] which is induced by projection onto the appro- 
priate factor. B[ES xsS] is contracti;Ple by Proposition 3.8. Cl 
The correL;onding homology calculation is the following: 
Proposition 3.14. Suppose that S x N --, N is a coherent action of a symmetric 
monoidal category S on a category N. Then there is an isomorphism 
H,(B[ES x, (S x N)], Z) = r&S)-‘H,(BN, Z) . 
Proof. Multiplication by elements of S in N induces a rr,S-module structure on 
the homology spectral sequence associated to the homotopy colimit construction 
B[ES X, (S x N)] = holim, B(pr J ( n, z, s)), indexed over [ES xs S], and compat- 
ible with the action of T,,S on H,BN. B[ES X, S] is contractible, and all of the 
transition maps 
rr,,S-‘H,B(pr J (n’, z’s’))-, r&‘H*B(pr i (n, z, s)) 
are isomorphisms. so the localized spectral sequence for 
holim @-‘H* B(pr & (n, z, s)) collapses, yielding an isomorphism 
H*(&ES x, (S x N)]) = 7i&H,(BN). Cl 
NOW suppose that S is a symmetric monoidal category in which every arrow is 
invertible and such that all translations S+ S by elements of S are faithful. 
Denote the addition operation in S by @ and let 0 denote the identity element. 
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Recall [7] that Quillen’s category S -IS has for objects all pairs (s,. sl), where 
s, E S. A morphism (s’ , s2) + (tl , f,) is an equivalence class of pairs l f,. f2) of 
morphisms in S of the form f; : s, @It- t;. i = 1.2. where (f,. fi) is said to be 
equivalent to the pair (f ;. f;) given by f: : si Cl3 I’ + ti, if there is an isomorphism 
f3 : I-+ f’ such that f: 0 (l,,@ ‘9) = J’. Observe that S-IS is a symmetric monoidal 
category, so that BS-‘S is an H-space. It is also easily seen that the objects of 
S-IS act invert’bly on S-IS. Recall finally that the assumptions on S guarantee 
that the functor S+ S’S defined by SH(S, 0) induces an isomorphism 
7r,‘(S))‘H:::(BS. Z) = H,(W’S. Z) ( see the calculation of [7, p. 2211). 
Proposition 3.15. Suppose that every arrow of the symmetric rnonoidal category S is 
invertible and that all translaticms by elements of S are faithful. Then BS- ‘S is 
naturally weakly equivalent to B[ES X, (S X S)]. 
Proof. S acts on S’S by multiplication in the left-hand factor, and the resulting 
space B[ES X, (S x S’S)] is weakly equivalent to BS-‘S by Proposition 3.13. 
The functor S+ SW’S defined above is S-equivalent, and induces a comparison of 
spectral sequences resulting from the diagram 
ES x, (S x S)P ES x, (S x S-IS) 
\ J 
ES x,S 
These spectral sequences become isomorphic on the E,-level after formally 
inverting nJ_S) by Proposition 3.14, and so S-,S-‘S induces a map 
B[ ES X, (S X S)]--, B[ES X, (S x S-‘S)] of H-spaces which is a homology 
isomorphism. 0 
The reader will probably agree that the notation ES Xs (S X S) is a bit 
awkward. Furthermore, Theorems 3.10 and Proposition 3.15 together show that 
bS X, (S x S) is a ‘global’ version of the Quillen S - ‘S construction. For the rest 
of this paper, when I write S-IS I shall mean ES X, (S x S). Similarly, S’N will 
denote the pseudo-simplicial category ES xs (S x N) associated to a coherent 
action of S on a category N. 
Remark 3.16. Let P(R) denote the category of finitely generated projective 
modules on a ring R. The assumptions of Proposition 3.15 are satisfied if S is the 
groupoid Iso(P(R)) of isomorphisms in P(R). Furthermore, part of the Q = + 
theorem [7] asserts that, in this case, BS-‘S is weakly equivalent to the loop space 
ORBtiP on the classifying space of the Quillen Q-construction for the category 
P(R). In view of the results of this section, this is equivalent to saying that Spt(S)O 
is weakly equivalent to the 0th space &!Spt(QP(R))O of the loop spectrum of 
Spt(QP(R)). This will be extended to a spectrum-level weak equivalence in the 
next section. It is well known (this is the other part of Q = +) that BS - ‘S is 
weakly equivalent to the space K,,R X BGl(R)‘. 
One defines the K-theory spectrum K(X) of a scheme X to be the loop 
spectrum RSpt( QP(X)) of the spectrum associated to the symmetric monoidal 
category Q&T), where QP(X) is the Quillen Q-construction applied to the 
category P(X) of vector bundles on X. Then, as is well known, the ith K-group 
K,X may be identified with the ith stable homotopy group of the spectrum K(X). 
4. Applications in stable homotopy theory 
We have already seen (Remark 3.12) that the r”-supercoherence theory 
associates a rO-space r”S and hence a spectrum Spt(S) to a symmetric monoidal 
category S. This section is primarily concerned with diagrams (or better. pseudo- 
functors) of symmetric monoidal caiegories and the diagrams of spectra to which 
they give rise. In particular, we shall prove a pseudo-simplicial analogue (Proposi- 
tion 4.3) of the group-completion result Proposition 3.4 which allows one to 
effectively deal with the stable homotopy types arising from pseudo-simplicial 
symmetric monoidal categories. Consequences include the fact that 
Spt(ES X, (S x S)), suitably defined, is stably equivalent to Spt(S) for any 
symmetric monoidal category S. One also obtains a concrete description of 
homotopy cofibre of the map of spectra Spt(S)* Spt(T) which is induced by a 
morphism S+ T of symmetric monoidal categories: this cofibre is stably equiva- 
lent to the spectrum Spt(ES X, (S x T)). The methods of this section can also be 
used to construct the standard algebraic K-theory presheaves of spectra (see 
Remark 4.2). 
There are notions of morphism and of homotopy of morphisms for the 
supercoherence structures described in the previous sections. In particular, a 
morphism (f, w) : (M,l, d’, si, a, ci)- (N,2, d’, si, a, c,) of f”-mpercaherent ob- 
jects consists of Z,-equivariant functors f : Ad,, + N,8, n 10. together with natural 
isomorphisms w : d’f + fd’ and w : s’f + fs’, such that the w’s respect the cosim- 
plicial identities in the sense that the obvious six diagrams commute. and such 
that the w’s respect the ci’s in the sense that all diagrams of the form 
commute. 
diagrams’ 
fs’(_i, j + 1) -df(j, j + wq;.j+ 1) 
l)= s’(j. j+ l)f 
For the sake of explicitness, note that the first of the ‘obvious six 
is 
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fdit I cod’ ,dff# d’w ,d’d’f 
fa 
I I 
af 
fdj+‘d’ wd’d’+lfd’x d’+‘d’f 
A homoto, y h : (f, to)--, (f’, co’) of morphisms of supercoherent objects consists 
of equivariant natural isomorphisms h : f-+f’, defined in all degrees, such that 
the following diagrams commute: 
fdi hd’ ,fldi fsj hsl ,ffSi 
The requirement that h is equivariant in degree n means that the following 
diagram of natural isomorphisms commutes for each B in 2,: 
Any molphism of P-supercoherent objects gives rise to a pseudo-natural trans- 
formation between the associated pseudo-P-categories, and any homotopy of 
morphisms gives rise to a pseudo-homotopy between the associated pseudo- 
natural transformations. 
A morphism (f, co) :(A, q , e, a, c) ---, (A’, 0, e, a, c) of symmetric monoidal 
categories consists of a functor f : A+ A’, together with natural isomorphisms 
w : f(a 0 b)+ f(u) Cl f(b) an d an isomorpirism w : f(e)- e, such that (f, o) is a 
morphism of monoidal categories in the sense that the following diagrams 
commute: 
f(t- cl (b cl 4) * f(a) cl f(b cl c)_ f(u) q (f(b) 0 f(c)) 
f(Q) 1 1 
Q 
f((a 0 4 04: f(a 0 w 0 f(c)= (f(a) 0 f(b)) 0 f(c) 
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Similarly, a ~a~o~o~~ h : ( f, w)-+ ( f’, 0’) between morphisms (A, U, e, a, c)-+ 
(A’, El, e, a, c) of symmetric mo~~idal categories consists of a natural isomorph- 
ism h : f-f’ such that the fotlowing diagrams commute: 
Morph~sms of symmet~c monoidal categories and homotopies between them 
give rise to pseudo-natural transformations of pseudo-r”-categories and pseudo- 
homotopies of such, respectively. 
Let I be some category. One can, in the obvious way, formulate the notion of 
an I-indexed pseudo-functor which takes values in the 2-category of rO-super- 
coherent structirres, their morphisms and homotoyies, and then make a similar 
definition for pseudo-functors taking values in the Z-category of symmetric 
monoidal categories. For example, an I-indexed ~~e~~o=f~~~tu~ S in the category 
of symmetric ~~n~~~~l c~teg~~ie~ associates to each object c E I a symm~trjc 
monoidal category S(c), and associates to each arrow (Y : c-+ d of 1 a morphism 
S[LY) : S(c)-+ S(d) of symmet~c monoidal categories. The data for S also consists 
of a homotopy e(p, a) : S(&X)-+ S( @)S((w) for each composeable pair 
and a homotopy rl, : S( 1,) -+ lStcf for each object c of 2, such that the homotopies 
8 and ‘1) satisfy the usual cocycle conditions (1.1). Observe that an I-indexed 
pseudo-functor S in the category of symmet~c monoidal categories gives rise to an 
I-indexed pseudo-functor in the category of P’-supercoherent objects in a canoni- 
cal way, and hence to an I-indexed pseudo-fun~tor f”S in the category of 
pseudo-~“-~ategori~s. 
An I-indexed pseudo-functor in the category of pseudo-I’“-categories may be 
~denti~ed with a pseudo-functor f x I”“” --*cat (see the discussion preceding 
Lemma 3.9 for the converse of this statement). In particular, if S is an Z-indexed 
pseudo-functor in the category of symmetric monoidal categories, then the 
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associated pseudo-functor I ‘5 : I X r” --*cat has the form T”S(i, II+) = S(i) x 
. . . x S(i) (n-fold product). As in Remark 3.12, there is a pseudo-natural 
transformation * ++ (e,, . . . , ei) (e, is the identity object of S(i)), which de- 
termines a monomorphism B((Z X r”) 4 (i, n’)) 4 B(nros J (i, n’)) that is 
natural with respect to morphisms of I x r”. Once again, define a functor 
P’S, : I x r” + S, by specifying 
ZT.Ji, n’) = Z3(7rroS J.(i, n+))/B((Z X r”) 4 (i, n’)) . 
Then, for each object i of I, letting n+ E r” vary gives a r”-space r”S,(i. *), and 
it+ Z?*(i, *) is functorial in P-spaces. 
Remark 4.1. Note that there is a canonical map r”S(i),-*r”S,(i, *) of r”- 
spaces which induces a weak equivalence of associated spectra. But observe also 
that the two rO-spaces do not coincide. Furthermore, map f : S(O)-, S(1) of 
symmetric monoidal categories does not, strictly speaking, induce a map of 
spectra Spt(s(O))+Spt(S( l)), but must instead be considered in the context of 
the diagram of P-spaces 
m(o)-=+ TS*(O, *) 
I 
m(l)- = fS*(L *) 
which is associated to the pseudo-functor 1 x r” --+ cat given by J In practice, 
one manipulates the underlying (functorial) P-categories, and then deals with 
the resulting r”-spaces later. 
Canonical examples of such objects in algebraic K-theory arise from diagrams 
of schemes. Suppose that X : I+ Sch is a functor from the category Z to the 
category Sch of schemes. Each morphism X(a) : X(i)+ X(i) induces a pullback 
functor LY* : Mod X(Z)* Mod X(i) from the category of sheaves of Oxfi)- 
modules to the category of sheaves of O,(,,-modules. The category of sheaves of 
O,,i,-modules is a symmetric monoidal category under direct sum, and each hb 
preserves direct sums and zero objects up to unique natural isomorphism by an 
adjointness argument. If 
is a pair of composeable morphisms in I, then there is an isomorphism a*@* s 
(pa)*, again by adjointness. In fact, it follows entirely from adjointness argu- 
ments that these canonical isomorphisms ‘fit together’ to define an ZoP-indexed 
pseudo-functor i I+ Mod X(i) in the category of symmetric monoidal categories. 
This pseudo-functor restricts to pseudo-functors iw PXfi) and i++Coh X(i) in 
the category of symmetric monoidal categories given, respectively, by vector 
bundles and coherent sheaves on the schemes X(i). One can go further. either to 
produce pseudo-functors it-* QPX(i) and i--, QCoh X(i) in the category of 
symmetric monoidal categories defined by the respective Quilien Q-constructions 
(see [23]), or by restricting to the pseudo-functors i -Iso(PX(i)) and 
iw Iso(Coh X(i)) on the symmetric monoidal subcategories of isomorphisms. 
Remark 4.2. The 1”’ X f”-indexed pseudo-functor which is associated to the 
symmetric monoidai category pseudo-functor QP gives rise to the contravariant 
K-theory functor, which is defined on f and takes values in the category of 
spectra. One defines KX(I‘) = flSpt(r”QP),(i). Th is is a generic construct’on: if. 
for example, I is the Ctale site etls associated to a scheme S. then the spectrum- 
valued functor defined on (&],)“P by these methods is the &ale K-theory presheaf 
of spectra K (see jll, 24). All other K-theory presheaves of spectra, defined for 
whatever Grothendieck topology, may be obtained by the same technique. 
Suppose now that S. is a pseudo-simplicial object in the category of symmet~c 
monoidal categories. As noted above, S. gives rise to a pseudo-functor 
r”S -Aop x To--acat . and then to a simpliciai f”-space P(S), : Asp x 
r"-;'s,. The spectrum Spt(S.) associated to S. is defined to be the homotopy 
colimit of the corresponding simplicial spectrum, so that 
Spt(S.) = holim, Spt(~~(S.)*)(~, *) , 
llEJ”P 
This homotopy colimit construction may be accomplished at the categorical level, 
so that, for example the space Spt(S.)’ at level 1 of Spt(S,) is weakly equivalent o 
the Grothendieck construction of a pseudo-simp~icia~ category B[S.], where 
B[S.],, is the Grothendieck construction [S!] of the pseudo-simplicial category 
SY=s,x**. X S. given by the n-fold product of copies of S.. 
B[S.] is a special case of a general construction DIM.], valid for pseudo- 
simplicial monoidal categories. The construction of B[M.] is subject, of course, to 
an appropriate definition of pseudo-simplicial monoidal categories. The reader 
can provide this, along with a definition of a coherent action N. X N.--, N. of a 
pseudo-simplicial monoidal category h4. on a pseudo-simplicial category N.. The 
game is just as above: one writes down a list of conditions which guarantee the 
existence of pseudo-bisimplicial categories BM. and EM. x,~_ N.. Then one finds 
a canonical pseudo-natural transformation EM. x,%,~ N.-+ BM.. Notice that any 
object x of the category of vertices M,, of M. determines a pseudo-natural 
transfo~a~iou bx ,- *+ M., and hence induces a composite ‘multiplication by X’ 
pseudo-natural transformation 
I x L1. 
N. = N, x *- N.xM.-+N.. 
which I shall denote bv ax. We shall need the f&owing ge~erali~atju~ of 
~~~osit~ou 3.5: 
Pro&‘, An ordinal number map 8 : a-+ n induces a ~mmutat~v~ diagram of 
pseudo-natural ~nsfo~ations 
M: x N.L ACXN. 
(4.3.1) 1 1 
M-M’: 
and each object x = (x, t . ~ , , x1) of M”, induces a pseudo-natural transformation 
ii, : N.-+ M: x N. with ix{ y) = I&,(*), p). Furthermore, there is a commutative 
diagram of pseudo-natural transformations of the form 
where 6X is a ~orn~os~tion of rnult~~~j~a~ions by objects of MO, up to homotopy. 
The diagram (4.3.1) induces a commutative diagram of functors 
for which we verify the conditions of Lemma 3.1, Any object (P”, y) of the 
categury [Mzf may be connected to an object of the form (0, x), where x E Mff, 
via some ordinal number map 0 ‘-$r. It therefore suffices to show that (4.32) 
induces a weak equivalence of homotopy fibres F~o,+~-+ Fto,eVxj for any x E M”,, 
But this map is weakly equivalent to the map B[N.]-+ B[N,] induced by &, since 
the canonical map B[M x rV,]-+ B[M9] x B[N.] is a weak equivalence. R 
Corollary 4.5. Suppose that S is a symmetric monoidal category. Then the space 
B[ES X, (S X S)] is ~e~~iy eq~ivaze~~ Eo Spt(ES Xs (S X S))? The spectrum 
Spt(S) is canonically stably equivalent to Spt(ES Xs (S X S)). 
Proof. multiplication by each element of S X S induces a weak equivalence 
B[ES xs (S x S)]+ B[ES x, (S x S)] , 
by Lemma 3.11, and so the first statement follows. One uses Theorem 3.10 and 
Corollary 4.4 to show that there is a fibre sequence of spectra 
Spt(J= x, (S x S))-* spws x, (S x S) x, Es)~Spt(BS) , 
by checking the spaces at level 0. On the other hand, it follows from Proposition 
4.3 and the fact that the category [BS] is connected that 
W(S)-+ Spt(ES x, S)+ Spt(BS) 
is a fibre sequence of spectra: one examines the sequence of spaces at level I. q 
In the notation Developed after the proof of Theorem 3.15, Corollary 4.5 says 
that, for each syinmetric monoidal category S, BfS-‘S] is weakly equivalent to 
Spt(S-‘S)‘, and Spt(S) is canonically stably equivalent to Spt(S-IS). 
Suppose that f : S --, T is a morphism of symmetric monoidal categories, so that 
S acts on T by ‘extension of scalars’ and hence on T-IT= ET ~9 (T x T) 
through the action on T on the right-hand factor. Recall from the proof of 
Theorem 3.10 that 
(T-IT) x, ET = ET x$ (T x T) x; ET 
is contractible. Consider the following commutative diagram of pseudo-natural 
transformations: 
BT=ESx,(T-‘T)x,ET-=+BS 
BT-ETxT(T-‘T)xTET---BT 
PrR P=L 
Then both maps denoted by prL induce weak equivalences of spaces, as does the 
map prR : ET xT(T-‘T) x,ET * BT. It follows that the homotopy fibre of the 
map f * : B[BS]+ B[ BT] may be identified with the homotopy fibre of the map 
(prR)* : B[ES xs (T-IT) x,ET] --, BIBT]. The objects of T act invertibly on 
B[ES xs(T-‘T)], so that B[ES xs(T-‘T)] is the homotopy ‘bre of (prR)*. We 
have proved the following generalization of Theorem 3.10: 
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Theorem 4.7. Suppose that f : S --, T is a morphism of symmetric monoidal 
categories, and let S act on T - ’ T by extension of scalars as above. Then the 
resulting space B[ ES X, T-l T] is weakly equivaleftt to the homotopy fibre of the 
map f.+ : B[BS]+ B[BT]. Cl 
We also obtain the following spectrum-level statement as a corollary of proof: 
Corollary 4.8. There is a homotopy cofibre sequence of the form 
Spt(S) A Spt(T)+Spt(ES xs(T-‘T)) 
associated to each morphism f : S-+ T of symmetric monoida! categories. 
Proof. The objects of T act inverlibly on B[ES X, (T-IT)] = B[ T-‘(ES xs T)], 
and the maps of (4.6) respect all symmetric monoidal structures. It follows 
that the homotopy fibre of the map f .+ : Spt(BS)+ Spt(BT) may be identified 
UP to stable equivalence with the homotopy fibre of the map 
Spt(ES X, (T-‘T) xT ET)--, Spt(BT) which is induced by the projection map 
prR* A comparison of spaces at level 0 shows that this homotopy fibre is 
Spt(ES xs(T-IT)), but this implies that Spt(ES xs(T-‘T)) is the homotopy 
cofibre of f, : Spt(S)-, Spt( T). q 
Remark 4.9. Suppose that n P 1 is an integer, let S be a symmetric monoidal 
category, and observe that there is an associated map of symmetric monoidal 
categories * n : S* S defined by sending a E S to its n-fold sum a CEI - - * (3 a. One 
refers to this map as multiplication by n. The spectrum Spt(S)ln is defined to be 
the homotopy cofibre of the map Spt(S)-, Spt(S) which is induced by multiplica- 
tion by n. Traditionally, one constructs this homotopy cofibre by smashing with 
the Moore spectrum Y,,. Corollary 4.8 implies the existence of a categorical model 
for Spt(S)/n, and hence for all mod n K-theory spectra as well as for the Moore 
spectrum Y,, itself. Note, however, that Thomason [27] has previously given 
categorical models for such objects; his method is to find a symmetric monoidal 
category which does the job, as opposed to the pseudo-simplicial object con- 
structed above. 
5. Applications in algebraic K-theory 
Suppose that R is a ring with unit. The results of this section lead to a spectrum 
level comparison of the loop space of the simplicial monoid 
M(R) := u BGlJR), 
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with the loop space of the classifying space B&P(R) of the ~-eo~struction on the 
category P(R) of finitely generated projective modules over R. This comparison is 
well understood on the space level: the group completion theorem implies that 
there is a weak homotopy of the form 
a( u BGI,,(R)) -ii? x BGl(R)+ , 
t~~0 
whereas the ‘Q = +’ theorem says that there is a weak homotopy equivalence 
i?B+ 'P(R) = K,(R) x BGl(R)+ t 
Here, the abelian groups Z and K,,(R) have been identified with discrete spaces. 
The point of view taken here is the following. The space M(R) is the nerve of a 
symmetric monoidal category, namely the category fso F(R) of automorphisms of 
the finitely generated free R-modules, which can be thought of as a disjoint union 
of general linear groups. The monoidal structure is given by direct sum. Also, the 
space associated to the bisimplicial set R~(R) coming from the simplicial monoid 
structure can be identified up to homotopy with the space B[BIso F(R)] which 
supercoherence theory associates to the symmetric monoidal category Iso F(R). 
As such, it coincides with the space at level 1 of the spectrum Spt(Iso F’(R)). 
There is a bigger symmetric monoidal category around, namely the category 
Iso P(R) of all isomorphisms in P(R), with a canonical inclusion 
Iso F(R) L-, Iso P(R) which then induces a map Spt(Iso F(R))-+ Spt(Iso P(R)) in 
the homotopy category of spectra (see Remark 4.1). It is actually part of the 
substance of the Q = + thaorem that there is a weak equivalence of the form 
f2B(BIso P(R)] = i&,(R) x BGl(R)+ , 
since aB[BIso P(R)] can be identified with the KIS-construction applied to the 
category S := Iso P(R) (Theorem 3.10 and Proposition 3.15). Thus, the inclusion 
Iso F(R) c, Iso P(R) induces an isomo~hism in stable homotopy groups in 
degrees greater than 0. I shall leave it to the reader to discover what this map 
does to stable homotopy groups in other degrees. 
On the other hand, the ~-construction QP(R) is a perfectly good symmet~c 
monoidal category, again under direct sum, and so one is entitled to the spectrum 
Spt( QP(R)), and of course the K-theory spectrum is RSpt( &P(R)). One of the 
main results of this section (Theorem 5.20, see also Remark 5.21 .l) implies that 
the spectra Spt(Iso P(R)) and LJSpt( QP(R)) are stably equivalent. This result is 
proved in this case by constructing a map 
w : BIso P(R) + Iso(S.P(R)) 
of pseudo-simplicial symmetric monoidal categories, from one of the items that 
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we have defined to an object which arises naturally from the Waldhausen 
S.-construction. The construction of w makes explicit use of supercoherence 
theory; it is also somewhat fussy in a way that should now be predictable, given 
the style of the proofs in previous sections. In any case, the map w induces a 
morphism 
0, : Spt(BIs0 P(R))-* Spt(Is0 &P(R)) 
which is a stable equivalence. The other main point (Proposition 5.5) is that there 
is a stable equivalence of the form 
Spt(QP(R)) = Spt(Iso M’(R)) 
which extends the Waldhausen space level result relating BQP(R) and s.P(R). 
This section begins with a description of some of the main ffzatures of the 
Waldhausen S.-construction, leading to a proof of Proposition 5.5. The results 
given here are valid for exact categories A in which every exact sequence splits. I 
was forced to give a somewhat different proof of the Q = + theorem in order to 
prove Theorem 5.20. A similar argument is then used in the construction of the 
etale L-theory presheaves which appear near the end of the section. These 
presheaves lead immediately to a definition of &ale L-theory and a descent 
spectral sequence, also given here. Not much is known about this theory, beyond 
the fact that the L-theory rigidity theorem tells one what the sheaves of stable 
homotopy groups look like in many cases of interest. A table of calculations 
appears at the end of the section. 
Let A be an arbitrary exact category, as in Quillen’s paper [23]. Waldhausen 
defines a simplicial exact category S.A in [29] by specifying the category S,A of 
n-simplices to be the exact category whose objects are the functors 
M : Arr(n)+ A such that, 
(51.1) for i ‘is k the sequence 
o+ M(i, j)+ M(i, k)-+ M(j, k)+O 
is exact, and 
(5.1.2) each M(i, i) is a zero object of A. 
Arr(n) denotes the category of arrows, or relations, of the finite ordinal number 
n. The simplicial structure of S.A is induced by the cosimplicial structure of the 
ordinal number category in the obvious way. Waldhausen defines s.A to be the 
simplicial set of objects of S. A. 
The category Arr(n) coincides with the poset (n) * of [12]. Thus, for psycholog- 
ical reasons if nothing else, I shall refer to the objects of S,,A (i.e. elements of 
s,A) as functors M : (n)* - A which satisfy the conditions in (5.1); I say that 
such functors are exact. More generally, the category of arrows in an arbitrary 
poset P forms a poset denoted by (P) *, and one may define exact functors 
( P) * -+ A in an obvious way. In particular, the collection of poset joins noP * n, 
n 2 0 [12], together with its obvious cosimplicial structure, gives rise to a 
simplicial set s’: whose set of rz-simplices is defined to be the set of exact functors 
( n’lP *n)*+A. The poset no’ *n is called the ‘double’ of II in 1291; it may be 
most easily visualized as a string of arrows of the form 
The inclusion functors n +nop + n, n zz G, determine a simplicial map 
rA : sf A -+ s.A, which is natural with respect to exact categories A. Note also that 
there is a natural simplicial map yA : dA -+ BQA which is defined by associating 
to an n-simplex Q : (no’ *II)* -+ A the string of arrows in QA which is repre- 
sented by the diagram 
Q( lop, 0) Q(2"9 1) Q(n"? n - 1) 
J 
Q(O”‘, 0) 
\ J *** \ 
Q(l”‘, 1) Q(n”4 n) 
Waldhausen shows in 1291 that the simplicial set S. A is naturally weakly equivalent 
to the nerve BQA of the Quillen Q-construction QA of A, by demonstrating that 
the maps 
s.A +%:A 2 BQA 
are weak equivalences. The fact that rA is a weak eqnivalence can be seen as a 
formal consequence of the existence of the homctopy 
of poset maps from n Op *n to itself. The other main point in Waldhausen’s proof 
is that any two exact functors f,g : A -+ B between exact categories which are 
naturally isomorphic induce homotopic maps f,,g, : s. A -+ s.B (this result can 
also be proved by using the techniques of [12]). Now, let Iso,~A denote the exact 
category whose objects are strings of isomorphisms 
with the obvious definition of morphism and exact sequence. Then it is well 
known and easily seen that there is an exact equivalence of categories 
K, : A--, Iso,A defined by associating to a E A the string of identities 
Furthermore~ the K~‘)s respect the appareu~ simpli~ial structure of the Iso,A, and 
thus induce a simplicial exact equivalence K : A -* 1so.A. It follows that K induces 
a weak equivalence K * : s. A + s.Iso. A of bisimplicial sets, and hence also induces 
a weak equivalence K a : s:A -+ dIso. A. One finishes the proof of Waldhausen’s 
result by observing that the simplicial map yA : $Iso.A+ ~Q~1so.A is induced 
by an equivalence of categories, namely the functor Iso(S”,A) -+ Iso(BQ,A) 
defined on the object level by y, where Iso(BQ,A) is the category whose objects 
are all composeable strings of length p in QA and whose morphisms are all 
natural isomorphisms of such. S’,A is defined (by analogy with SPA) to be the 
exact category whose objects are the exact functors (pop * p} * --, a4, and Iso(S’,A) 
is the category whose objects are those of S’,A and whose morphisms are the 
isomorphisms of $,A. 
Note that the bisimplicial set s.1so.A may similarly be identified with the 
degreewise nerve ~(Iso(S. A)~, where Iso(S.A) is the simpIi~a1 ~atego~ consist- 
ing of the isomo~hisms Iso(S,A) of SPA for each p. We have therefore shown 
that the maps rA and yA induce degreewise weak equivalences of simplicial 
symmetric monoidal categories of the form 
Iso(S. A) + Iso ---, Iso(BQ. A) . 
In general, the methods of this paper associate a simplicial P-space and hence 
a simplicial spectrum to a simplicial symmetric monoidal category S.. Define a 
spectrum Spt(S.) to be homotopy colimit spectrum 
holimP Spt(S,,) , 
PI 
given by applying the most convenient definition of homotopy colimit. For the 
purposes at hand, the rth space Spt(S.)’ may be defined to be the diagonal of the 
bisim~liciai set Spt(S,)‘. Note that SptfS.) may also be defined by first diagonaliz- 
ing each of the bisimplicial sets ~*(S,~~~~+}, and then applying the associated 
spectrum construction to the resulting P-space. 
Thus, for example, the P-space underlying S~t(Iso(~Q.A~~ is constructed by 
level-wise collapsing a contractible subobject of a certain bisimplicial set-valued 
functor on f”. This functor is defined at mf f P to have (p, q)-bisimplices of 
the form: 
This is a diagram of arrows in P, and ZT is the canonical functor P : [ QAJ- r”. 
The horizontal arrows n(m,F+ , , x,_~ j)+ n(m:, xi i) are induced by arrows uf the 
form (@,, fiSj) : (mi+-,, x~_,.~)--* (mf , a~;,~) in [Qk], where 4 : rni’_ i + rn: is a 
morphism of P, and $.j: (6,.)B(xj_,ej) + xi j is an ~s~)?nor~h~si~l of QA”?. The _ 
vertical arrows rr(m:? xiqj_,)+ rim:, x~.~) are induced by arrows of the form 
(1, g,~j):(m~,xi~j_,)+(m~,xi~j) in [QA], wheregj~i:~i~j_l-,x,~jisamorphism 
of QAnr*. One requires further that ail of the squares 
commute in [QA], which is equivalent to requi.ring that each of the squares 
(~i)*(xi_I,j_I)~x. .- 
I.J 1 
N)‘(s,-I,,) I 1 &.] 
(@j)*txi-I.j) h.,- ‘i-i 
commutes in QA’“;. 
Recall that the simplicial exact equivalence K : A ---) 1so.A induces an equiva- 
lence of simplicial symmetric monoidal categories K : QA -+ Q(1so.A). ft follows 
that the simplicial set-valued functor II* E-+ B([QAf 5 PI ) defmed on r” is 
pointwise weakly equivalent to a bisimplicial set-valued functor which is defined 
on r”, and whose (p, q)-simphces at m+ have the form 
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1 1 + 
m+-m----+ 
1 
. . .._,m+ 
1 I I 
This is a commutative diagram of morphisms of f 4 and 7r is the canonical functor 
rr : [ QA] + I’” which is associated to the symmetric monoidal structure of QA. 
The horizontal arrows rr(rnT , xi_ t _ j) + +rni, xi i) are induced by arrows of the 
form (I, Aqj) of {QA], wherehaj : Y,__~.~-‘,x~~~ is ck isomo~h~sm of QA”?, and the 
vertical arrows g(mi_,, Xi.j_,) ---$ m(mT, .qj) are induced by arrows (6$, gj_ j) of 
[QA], where ($ : mi_,+mj is a morphism off”, and gj,i : (~)*(Xi,j_1)~Xi,j is a 
morphism of QA “‘I. Finally, one requires that all of the diagrams of the form 
commute in [QA]. 
The functors of bisimplicial sets specified in (5.2) and (5.3) are pointwise 
weakly equivalent, since both are pointwise weakly equivalent to the bisimplicial 
set-valued functor defined on f” whose ( p, q)-simplices are specified at m+ E r” 
by diagrams of the following form: 
(5.4) 
The commutative diagram (5.4) consists of morphisms of Y, and r : [QA] -+ P’ 
is the canonical functor. The horizontal morphisms n(m:_ ,,, , x, _ I .,) -+ 
n(m,ljt .qj) are induced by morphisms of the form (&, f,.j) of [QA]. where 
6i,j : ml?_,ui-+m,tj is a morphism of F’ and f,.j : (tJr.j).+.;(x,_l~,)-sxi~j is an iso- 
morphism of QA”“;,r; the vertical arrows z(m,:,_,, xi.,_,)-+ rr(m,:,, x,.,) are in- 
duced by morphisms of the form (T~.~, gi.j) of [QA], where 7i.j : m,tj_ i + miTj is a 
morphism of f” and gi*j : (~,,~)&r~,~_.,)+x~~~ is a mo~hism of QAnti.~. One 
requires further that the squares 
commute in [QA]. 
We have proved the following proposition: 
volition 5.5. Let A be an urb~tru~ exact category. Then Spt(QA) and 
Spt~Iso(~Q,A~~ are str~ct~y weakly equ~~a~~nt, and so the spectra Sptf QA) and 
Spt(Iso(S.A)) are naturally strictly weakly equivalent. Cl 
Proposition 5.5 is a spectrum-level version of Waidhausen’s result (1.9 of f29]). 
Its probf really only uses the fact that the direct sum structure on QA induces a 
pseudo-functor on rO. Thus, if X : I-+ Sch is B diagram of schemes, one is entitled 
to compare, via the same techniques, the pseudo-functor on I X r” which arises 
from the &-construction pseudo-functor iw QPX(i) with the simpficial pseudo- 
functor f “(Iso(S.PX)) on I x r” which is associated to i - Iso(S.PX(i)). We 
therefore obtain the following, as a corollary of the proof of Proposition 5.5: 
Corollary 5.6. Let X : I --1, Sch be a diagram of schemes. Theta the K-theory 
spectrum functor i I-+ KX(i) is pa~~twjse weakly equi~ale?lt to the spectrum-valued 
functor i )--, RSpt(r”(Iso(S,PX)),)(i). fl 
Remark 5.7. The categorically inchned reader will notice that there is a cheap 
trick in the proof of Proposition 5.5, in that I avoided getting involved in defining 
pseudo-functors which take values in bicategories, as we?1 as Grothendieck 
constructions of such. 
Waldhausen points out 129, p. 3231 that an exact functor M : (n>*-+ A is 
determined up to isomorphism by the associated string 
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of admissible monomorphisms. One simply observes that M(i,j) must be a 
quotient M(0, j)lM(O, i), and then the criteria for the exactness of M are implied 
by the axioms for the exact category A. There is an exact category Mon,A whose 
objects consist of the strings of admissible monies in A of the form 
Waldhausen’s observation implies that the exact functor M,, : S,,A ---, Mon,A 
which associates the string 
M(0, 1)~ M(0,2)~ - ++M(O,n) 
to the exact functor M : (n) *+ A is an exact equivalence, and it induces an 
equivalence of categories M, : Iso(S,,A)- Iso(Mon,l(A)). 
Suppose that M and M' are exact functors (n)*+ A such that there is an 
isomorphism x : M,l(M)- M,,( M ') in Mon,,A. Then there is a unique isomorph- 
ism x* : M - M' of S,A which restricts to x under M,. It follows in particular 
that if M and M' restrict to the same string of admissible monies in Mon,A, then 
there is a unique isomorphism from M to M' which restricts to the identity on the 
associated string M,,(M) = M,(M'). Thus, by picking a specific preimage in S,(A) 
for each string in Man,(A), for all n (or perhaps better, by picking a specific 
cokernel for each admissible manic of A, giving the choices of preimages of 
strings by default), one can therefore endow the collection of categories 
Man,,(A), n 10, with the structure of a pseudo-simplicial exact category 
Mon.(A) : A”’ --+ cat such that the functors M,l define a pseudo-natural exact 
equivalence M : S.A+ Mon.(A). 
Calculating explicitly, one finds that the face maps di : Man,,(A)+ Man,_,(A) 
are given by 
M21M,++ ++M,,IM, if i=O, 
M1~...~Mi_,kMi+lw...~M,, forO<i<n, 
H.--M,,_~ 
Similarly, the degeneracy functors si : 
if i=n. 
Mt,+W,, are given by 
s,(M,wM,H-++M,,) 
if i=O, 
[M,m.- -M&M+ e---M,, for O<isn. 
The pseudo-simplicial structure of Mon.(A) plainly induces a similar structure on 
the subobject Iso(Mon.(A)) which is given by the groupoid of isomo~hisms in 
each degree. 
The functors M,, : &A -+ Mon,,A induce a pseudo-natural transformation 
M : Iso(S. A) -+ Iso(M0n.A). Since each M, induces an equivalence of categories 
Iso(S,A)+Iso(Mon,~A), and in view of the fact that B[Iso(S.A)] is a homotopy 
colimit of the spaces B(Iso(S,,A)), as is the diagonal ~~(Iso(S.A)~ of the 
bisimphcial set B(Iso(S.A)), we have proved the following proposition: 
Proposition 5.8. The pseudo-natural transformation 
M : Iso(S,A)+ Iso(M0n.A) 
induces a natural weak eq~ivaIe~ce of s~rnpl~c~a~ sets 
BfIso(S.A)]-+ B[Iso(Mon.A)j , 
and so the spaces BQA arzd ~~tso(Mon,A~] are ~a~rai~y ~~rn~rp~~~ in the 
h~motopy category. •l 
The equivalences 44, : Iso(S,A)-, Iso(Mon,,A) induce a pseudo-functor 
M : 1 x Aop x r" ----, cat with 
M(E* n7 m’) = 
Iso(S, )” if E-.0, 
Iso(Mon,A)‘” if E = 1, 
and such that M, coincides with the functor M(O, n, m* )-+ M(1, n, m’) which is 
induced by the morphism O-+ 1 in the category 1. It follows that the induced maps 
f “M(0, n)+ r”N( 1, n) of rQ-spaces are weak equivalences for each ordinal 
number n. Thus, the induced map of homotopy colimits 
is a pointwise weak equivalence of r”-spaces and hence induces a weak equiva- 
lence of spectra. Thus, the spectra Spt(Iso(S. A)) and Spt(Iso(Mon, A)) are 
canonically weakly equivalent. Putting this fact together with Proposition 5.5 
therefore gives the following spectrum-level version of Proposition 5.8: 
Proposition 5.9, Let A be an exact category. Then the spectra Spt( QA) and 
Spt(Iso(M0n.A)) are canonically weakly equivalent. Cl 
The word ‘canonically’ in the statement of Proposition 5.9 means that there is a 
natural weak equivalence occ~r~ng in an appropriate context (see Remark 4.1). 
There is, as well, a diagram-theoretic version of Proposition 5.9 which is similar to 
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the statement of Proposition 5.8 (the reader is invited to fortunate and prove it); 
the moral is that any of the K-theory presheaves of spectra for the standard 
geometric sites can be constructed from .eudo-functors of strings of mono- 
morphisms. 
A similar (and dual) analysis may be carried out for the epimorphisms of the 
exact category A. Explicitly, an exact functor Q : (R)” + A is ~mpleteIy de- 
termined up to canonical isomorphism by the string of admissible epimorphisms 
and so the assignment of this string of epis to Q determines an exact equivalence 
of categories E,, : S,A* Epi,,A, where Epi,A is the exact category of strings of 
admissible epimorphisms in A of length n. Then, just as before, the equivalences 
E,, give the categories Epi,lA the structure of a pseudo-simpiicial object Epi.A, 
with faces and degeneracies given by: 
di(Q~,+--~-nQ,-J 
(8, Qn-1 +..*-M if i=O, 
Q,~...-HQi_l~Qi+,~.-.-wQ,-, ifO<i<n, 
ker(Q,-*,Q~_l)~*..--Hker~Q,-z~Q,-,) if i=nv 
whereas 
. ..+Q._, for Osi<n, 
ifi=n. 
The equivalences E,, induce a pseudo-natural transformation E : S.A ---r, Epi.A 
and restrict to a pseudo-natural transformation E : Iso(&A Iso(Epi.A), where 
Iso(Epi.A) inherits its pseudo-simplicial structure from 1Epi.A in the obvious way. 
E is an equivaIen~e of categories in each degree, so that we have the following: 
Proposition 5.10. The pseudo-natural transformation 
E : ISO(& Iso(Epi. A) 
induces a natural weak equivalence of simplicial sets 
B[Iso(S.A))+ B[Iso(Epi.A)J , 
and so the spaces B&A and ~[~so~Epi. A)] are na~arally isomorphic in the 
homotopy category. q 
The corresponding statement on the spectrum level is the foilowing: 
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~op~sition 5.11. Lei A be an exact ca?eg~ry. Then rite specrra Spt( QA) and 
Spt(lso(Epi. A)) clre canonically weakly equivalent. L-l 
The exact: category A is a symmetric monoidal category under direct sum, and 
so it has a pseudo-simplicial category BA associated to it by supercoherence. In 
what follows, we shall construct a pseudo-natural transformation BA-, S.A as a 
special case of a pseudo-natural transformation r& : BS-, B,.S, valid for any 
symmetric monoidal category S with zero object, where B,.S is the simplicial set 
whose n-simplices is the set of functors (n)*-+ S (see f12] for more about 
generalized nerves of this type). The construction of :he map & will depend on a 
calculus of idempotents for the ordinal number category A, which I shall now 
describe. 
Let n be an ordinal number, and suppose that the pair of numbers (i, j) 
describes a subinterval of n in the sense that 0 s i c;r j 5 II. This subinterval has an 
idempotent map e“’ : n+n of A associated to it, defined by the string 
of length FZ in n. Notice that e”’ is the ~-dimensional codegener~cy of the vertex i 
and that 
ek.‘e’. j = 
ek.’ if (i, j) 5 (k, t) in (n>* and k ‘j , 
d” . . . dk+tdk-1 . . . dO(?)” if (i, j) or (k, P) and k >j . 
Observe that d” . . . dk+*dk-’ . . . d”(s”)” may aho be characterized as the ordinal 
number map n --> n which is defined by the string 
k-+k_,...+k. 
Similarly, 
,i.j,k.f = 
eQ if (i, j) 5 (k, C) in (n} * and k ‘j , 
d”... 1.. dj’ldj-1 d”(s”)” if (i, j) I (k, C) and k > j . 
Note also that eiei has an epi-manic factorization e”’ = d’%“j, where diVi : j - i+ II 
is defined by the string 
Let S be an arbitrary ~y~~~e~r~c ~~o~zo~dal curegory wifk zero object 0 (meaning 
that the zero object for the symmetric monoidal structure on S is both initial and 
terminal in S), with associated pseudo-functor BS. Recall that the category of 
n-simplices of BS is S”, with objects of the form (b,,, b,,_ ,, . . . , b,). b, E S. The 
functor ej_j := (e’*j)* : S n + S” has the canonical form 
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e,.j = s,,_l . . . sjsi_, . . . sod,. . . di_,d,+, . . . d,z ,
and so it is easy to see that 
eiqj(b,,, . . . , b,) = (0, . . , (0, bj, . . . , bi+, ,O, . . . , 0) . 
It is visually obvious that eiaiekaf = ek.cei.j = ekmj if (i, i) 5 (k, 6’) in (n) * and 
k <i. It is rather more difficult (but possible) to show that these identities are 
coherence isomorphisms coming from the supercoherence structure on 61s. We 
shall essentially ignore these equalities in the sequel. 
Write di,j = d, . . . di_,di+l . . . d,z and s;.~ = s,_, . . . sjsi_, . . . so, so that di,j = 
(d’.‘)* and si. j = (s’.‘)*. Observe that Hi,, is the projection functor 
(b,, . . * 9 b,)H(bj7 * *. 3 b,,,). The supercoherence structure for BS determines a 
canonical coherence isomorphism (Y : di.j(ei.j)*-* di.j which also turns out to be 
an identity. To see this, one shows that the composite 
d 0.. . di_idj+l . . . d”s,z_l . * * sjsi-1 * * . so 
is an identity by first observing that dj+ , . , . d,ts, _, ,. . . sj = 1 since d,s, _ I = 1 on 
simplices of degree m - 1. Then d, . . . d,_, = (d,)‘, and so 
d ,, . . . d;_,si_, , . . s, = (d&_, . . . so 
= (do)i-Lsi_2 . . . s,d,,s, 
= 1. 
Define a natural transformation 
pri.j : (b,, - - . 7 bl)+(O,. . . 9 0, bj, . . . . bi+l,O, . . . ,0) 
= e;.j(b,,, . . . , b,) 
is S” componentwise by requiring pri,i to be the identity on b, for i + 15 k 5 j. 
This gives a natural transformation pr;, j : l-, e,. j, where 1 denotes the identity 
functor on S”. Since the relevant coherence isomorphism is an identity, priaj may 
also be specified as the unique natural transformation which makes the following 
diagram commute: 
(a, as a natural isomorphism, will always be a coherence isomorphism 
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henceforth). Similarly, there is a natural transformation i iTj : eisj- I which is 
specified by requiring that it be the: identity on nontrivial components, or by 
requiring that it be the unique natural transformation such that the following 
diagram commutes: 
Suppose 
diagram of 
where the 
+A 4.j 
now tbat (i, j)s((k,+?) in (n)‘. Then I claim that the following 
natural ~~~sf~f~~t~ons confutes: 
Q%./Cl., 
et. j -z7”k.fei.i 
I 
/-- 
‘c.,P=k.f /* F-r ek .&., 
F’ a 1 
a. .e”#ee* * ‘., k.4 ‘R#.,ek.f 
dotted natural isolnorphism exists if k 5 j. Note that, if k > j, then 
e,O,ei.i and eiqie,., are both zero functors, SO the diagram commutes trivially. 
Suppose that k c”j and we want to show, for example, that the diagram 
commutes. From the definition of pr,,, , it is enough to show that applying the 
functor d,., to the diagram gives a cQ~rn~tative diagram of coherence isomorph- 
isms. But then the following diagram commutes: 
dk,f e,$'rk.f 
4f-6-j 4 4,cei.ie,.t 
oei.j 
1 -1 
a’i.fk.t 
4.d%.,~,.j 
dlC.‘Pk’t%Prk”-+ d~.~e~‘~~~.j~~.~ 
dk.f” 
-I 1 
dk.fnPL.t 
dk.fei.jek.fQrk.i 
dk.<ei.je,.t- ’ dk.te~,,ek.c ek.f 
\,, e, ,&4~w- 
h.f r.~ k.C 
where the commurativity of the triangle on the right is obtained by applyi% the 
composite functor dk.(ej.&.[ to the defining diagram for prk.f. It follOWS that 
dk.Cei.jprk,( is a composik of coherence isomorphisms, as is everything else in the 
diagram 
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so that the triangle on the left commutes. Thus, cYeiSjprk,< = pr,_,eiSi, as required. 
The equality e,_,ir~~.~c~ = iniGjenSc is checked similarly (as is everything else that 
follows in this discussion). 
We may now construct an intermediate functor 
For (s,,. . . . ( sl) E S” and for (i, j) E (n>*, define 
and associate to the relation fi, j) 5 (k, 4) in (n) * the map 
defined by the composite natural transformation 
evaluated at (s,,, . . . , s,). Tu show that we actually get a fun&or on (n)*, we 
must show that, if (i, j) s (k, C) 5 (v, s), then the following diagram of natural 
transformations commutes: 
But this is done in the nontrivial case (i.e. if r<j) by showing that one gets a 
diagram of coherence isomorphisms after applying the functor dry,. 
The ordinal number map @,, : I ---, n defined by 6,,(O) = 0 and @,,( 1) = rz induces a 
functor 6: : S” --+ S which I shall denote by CE$, since it is an explicit model for the 
n-fold direct sum functor. Let w, denote the composition (a,,)+~,~ : S” ---) St”‘*, for 
each n Al 0. 
Lemma 5.12. Suffuse that S is a 
Then the functors a,* : S” + S’“” 
fcprmntkm co : BS-, i&S. 
Proof. Let B : m-+n be an ordinal number map. It is easy to see that the 
composites 
e ,k.f l”_m--+mB-n 
and 
both send 0 to B(k) and 1 to @(t‘), so that there is a coherence isomorphism 
There is also a coherence isomorphism of the form 
for all (k, &) E (m>* Qmte that I am not claiming that there is a coherence 
isomorphism of the form @,,B * z am: there is no co~esponding commutative 
diagram of ordinal number maps). Furthermore, by applying the functor d,., z 
4.A.k 7 one finds also that the following diagrams of natural transformations 
commute: 
e* ek.t a 8*----+t?*e fJCk).@tt I 
These relations may be used to show that the diagram 
of natural transformations commutes for each relation (i, i) “= (Jz, CT) in (m)*. It 
follows that, for each ordinal number map 6 : m- n, there is a natural isomorph- 
ism fr, : @*a,,+ qs,e* whose component corresponding to (i, j) E (ID)* is in- 
duced by the coherence isomorphism cp : $r,e8(i),flti)--)~~~ei.,e*. It is now easily 
seen from the identification of the h, with coherence isomorphisms that the 
functors w,,, n z 0, and the natural isomorphisms h,$ : m-+ n in A, give the data 
for a pseudo-natural transformation u : ES-* BdsS as claimed. q 
Suppose again that A is an exact category. A is a symmetric monoidal category 
under direct sum with zero object 0, end so the lemma gives a pseudo-natural 
transformation o : BA --+ B,.A. Take (3,J, . . . , a,) E A” and i I j s k in II, and 
observe that the sequence 
(5.13) e,mj(@,fq . - - 3 a,)& e,,&, . . . , a,)---+&,, e . - , a,) 
coming from the functor associated to (z,, . . . , a,) by w may be identified with 
an exact sequence 
(0 ,... )..‘, ,o,uj ai+*, ,..., 0) 
+(O,.*.,O,uk ,..., a,+,*0’“‘“0) 
--qo ‘I..,, O,a, ,..., ,..., 0). aj+,,o 
It follows from the exactness of direct sum that ~,(a,, . . . * at) : (IX) * + A is an 
exact functor, and so o induces a pseudo-natural transformation 
o:BA-,S.A. 
The map w also induces a pseudo-natural transformation 
(5.14) o : B&o A) = Iso(B Iso(S.A) , 
where lso A denotes the symmetric monoidal category of isomorphisms of A. The 
substance of Theorem 5.20 below is that crl induces a weak equivalence 
B[B(Iso A)]+ B[Iso(S.A)] 
if every exact sequence in A splits, Theorem 5.20 is a delaoping of the Q = + 
theorem, in view of Theorem 3.10; its proof is achieved by reproving that result in 
the current context, in the form of Lemma 5.18. 
Let A be an exact category in which every exact sequence is split, and write 
S = Iso A. Consider the pseudo-natural transformation p : BS = B(Iso A)+ 
Iso(h1on.A) which is obtained by composing the transformation induced by the 
map (~1 of (5.14) and the transformation A4 of Proposition 5.8. I define a 
pseudo-simplicial exact category Ex.A by specifying Ex.A to be the object 
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(Mon.A)^ according to the construction appearing in the proof of Proposition 
3.8. In fact, Ex.A is a simplicial category with Ex,,A having as objects all strings 
of admissible monomorphisms 
(i.e. objects of Mon ,tc,A). Then the ith face map di on Ex,,A coincides with the 
(i + 1 )st face map on Mon ,r+ ,A, and the degeneracy si on Ex,,A coincides with the 
degeneracy si+ , on Mon,, + , A. Furthermore, the collection of missing faces d, on 
Ex,~A = Men,,, , A, n 10, defines a pseudo-natural transformation d,, : Ex. A --, 
Mon.A. This is a functorial constructions the reader wiil recall that the pseudo- 
simplicial object (BS)^ coincides with ES X, S, and the canonkal map 
ES X,S+ BS is induced by the 0th face maps. In this way, one constructs a 
homotopy-commutative diagram of pseudo-natural transformations of the form 
ES xs S”’ Iso( Ex. A) 
(5.15) cl0 
1 I 
4 
BSTISO(MO~.A) 
The maps of (5.15) are pseudo-natural transformations of pseudo-simplicial 
symmetric monoidal categories, in the sense described at the beginning of this 
section-this follows from the definition of the transformation w. There is a 
pseudo-natural transformation of pseudo-simplicial symmetric monoidal 
categories from the constant simplicial symmetric monoidal category on S to 
ES x, S, which is given in degree II by s ~(0, . . . , 0, s). The pseudo-~;irnp~icial 
transformation S--+ ES xs S induces a trivial morphisn S-t BS, and so formally 
inverting the diagram (5.15) by the associated &action gives a homotopy- 
commutative diagram of pseudo-bisimplicial categori. s of the form 
((ES x, S) x S) xs ES %(Iso(Ex.A) x S) xs ES 
(5.16) 4x 
-1. I 
4 
BS p s Iso(M0n.A) 
where the transformation 
do : ES X, (S X S) x, ES = ((ES x, S) x S) x, ES+ BS 
induces the canonical fibration of Theorem 3.10: the ‘total space’ is defined for an 
action of S on the left on S x S which is the usual action of S on itself in the 
left-hand factor and is trivial on the right-hand factor, and the action of S on the 
right on S x S is the diagonal action. Observe that, in degree 0, the map 
S = ES x, SC,--+ Iso(Ex,,A) 
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is an equivalence of categories, so that the corresponding ‘horizontal’ degree 0 
piece of the morphism of bisimplicial objects 
((ES x, S) x S) x, ES4(Iso(Ex.A) x S) x, ES 
is a weak equivalence as well; both horizontal degree 0 objects look like 
(SxS)x,ES. 
The corresponding simplicial set B[(S X S) xs ES] is the homotopy fibre of the 
map d,,. 
More explicitly, the diagram (5.16) determines a pseudo-functor defined on the 
category I x P which takes values in the c;ategory of pseudo-~isimp~ici~ 
categories. In particular, it gives rise to a pseudo-functor defined on the index 
category 
(1 x 1) x (A”* x Aop). 
I shall denote this pseudo-functor by D, so that, for example, 
D(( 1 , 0), (p, 4)) = Iso(Ex,A) x S x S” , 
which is the category in bidegree (p, 4) associated to (Iso(Ex.A) x S) xs ES. 
Note further that the functor D(( 1, 0), (p, q))--+ D((i. I). (p, q)) is the com- 
posite 
Iso(Ex,A) x S x S4 P’ fso(Ex,A) -% Iso(Mon~A) ‘I 
where pr is a projection. 
The spaces associated to the constant simplicial categories D((0, l), (0, *)) and 
&(I. 11, (0. *)) are contractible. We have also seen above that the pseudo-natural 
transformation 
in horizontal degree 0 is a weak equivalence. Thus, in view of Lemma 3.1, the 
claim that 
P : BS = D((0, l), (a, *))+ D((1, l), (*, *)) = Iso(M0n.A) 
induces a weak equivalence will be proved if we can show that 
(5.17.1) the space associated to D(fl, O), (*, *)) = {lso(Ex.A) x S) xs ES is con- 
tractible, and 
(517.2) for each ordinal number map B : m--n, the diagram 
induces a weak equivalence on at1 homotopy fibres of the corresponding maps of 
simplicial sets. 
Note that the conditions (5.17) imply the following: 
Lemma 5.18. Suppose that A is an exact cuieggory in which every exact sequence 
spii;ts, and let S denote the syr~me~ric rnon~~da~ ~aieg~ry of ~s~rn~rph~sins of A with 
direct sum. Then there is a canonical weak equivalence of the space B[ ES xs (S x 
S)] w&h aB[Iso( Mon. A)], and hence with L?BQA. 
Proof. The condition (5.17.1) is proved by observing that Eso(Ex. A) is simpli- 
cially contractible, with contracting homotopy given by diagrams of the form 
(517.2) is more subtle: by replacing Ex,,A and Mo~,~A with S,,+,A and SJ 
respectively, one shows that the hornotopy fabre of the simplicial set map 
associated to (Iso(Ex,A) x S) xs ES-+ Iso(Mon,~A~ uver the object 
may be identified with the pseudo-simplicia~ object of the form (Exl,,, X S) X s ES. 
Exl, is the category whose objects are all exact sequences of the form 
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(5.19) 
O-K~~K~-+M,-O 
II I 1 . . . . . 
il I: i 
o-K,+-+K, --nM,-0 
in Mon,,A. A morphism of Ex], is an isomorphism of exact sequences of Mon,JA 
of the form 
0 -K,- K-M-O 
0-K,+-+K'-M-O 
S acts on Ex],, by sending the pair 
(O-, Kp K+M+O, A) 
consisting of an object of Ex], and an object A of S to the sequence 
O-,K,@A-,K@A+M-+O, 
and there is an S-equivariant functor spl, : S-, Ex), defined by sending the 
object A to the sequence 
It follows from the existence of the diagram 
ES xs (S x S) x, ES- ES xs (Ex], x S) x,; ES 
that the induced map ES X, (S x S) + ES xs (Ex] ,M x S) is a weak equivalence, 
provided that we can show that B(ES X, Ex],~] is contractible. But this contrac- 
tibility is proved just as the analogous result for the category (S, Ex],,,) is proved 
in [7, p. 2271. One shows that B[ES X, Exlu] has an H-space structure induced by 
fibre product over M; we are assuming that every exact sequence in A splits, so 
thdt B(ES xs Ex],] is connected, with squaring map homotopic to the identity. 
Finally, observe that the horizontal face d,, induces the functor n,, : Ex],,, -+ Ex~,$,,~~~ 
which is defined by sending the object of (5.19) to the foI~owing: 
II I 
All exact sequences of A spht by assumption, and so the folIowing exact sequence 
splits in Mon,A: 
It follows, in particular, that the following diagram of functors commutes up to 
natural isomorphism: 
‘Ml 
s-s 
SPfJk I 
I 
SP%,,M 
3, 
Exl MT Exidohf 
where =M, sends the object A to A 63 M,. Thus, d,, induces a weak equivalence 
B]ES x, (5 x E&J-+ Bt= xs (S x Ex]d,,Jl. 
We have also proved the following theorem: 
Theorem 5.20. Suppose that every exact sequence of an exact category A is split, 
and let S denote the symmetric monoidal category of isomorphisms sf A with direct 
sum. Then the pseudo-natural trans~~rmat~o~ I_L : IS--+ ~so(~0n.A~ i;idgces a 
weak equivalence of simplicial sets of the form: 
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B[BS]G B[Iso(Mon.A)] = BfIso(S.A)] , 
and so B[BS] is naturally weakly equivalent to the nerve BQA of Quillen’s 
Q-construction QA. 0 
Remark 521.1. Note that the proof of Lemma 5.18 implies the existence of a 
tibre homotopy sequence of spectra 
SPt(J= X, (s X s))+Spt(Rs Xs (Iso(Ex.A) x S)) 
+ Spt( Iso( Mon. A)) 
under +:.e assumptions of Theorem 5.20. Furthermore, Spt(ES X, (Iso(Ex.A) X 
S)) is contractible, so that Corollary 4.5, Proposition 5.5 and Proposition 5.9 
together imply that Spt(S) is stably equivalent to JZSpt(QA) = K(A) if every 
exact sequence in A splits. Theorem 5.20 is a delooping of this statement in the 
sense that it implies the existence of a concrete stable equivalence 
Spt( BS)+ Spt( QA) which is induced by CL. 
Suppose that R is a commutative ring with 1, and let P(R) denote the category 
of finitely generated projective R-modules. Then the isomorphisms of the finitely 
generated free R-modules form a symmetric monoidal category under direct sum, 
which may be identified with the groupoid 
Furthermore, every free module is projective, so there is a canoaical imbedding 
of symmetric monoidal categories of the form 
I : u Cl,,(R)-+ Iso P(R). 
,I ZO 
The map fi for the case when A is P(R) composes with the map Bt to give a 
pseudo-natural transformation 
p* : B( u Gl,,(R))-+Iso(Mon.P(R)) 
I??0 
of pseudo-simpli~ial symmetric monoidal categories, and hence a map of spectra 
EL, : Spt( B( u Gl,(R)))-,Spt(Iso(Mon.R(R))) . 
n>ll 
p, is a stable homotopy equivalence, by Theorem 5.20, if every finitely generated 
projective R-module is free; this will happen, for example, if R is a local ring. 
Observe also that Spt( Iso(Mon.P( R))) is stably equivalent to Spt( QP(R)) by 
Proposition 5.9. 
These constructions can be extended to maps of presheaves of spectra for any 
of the geometrically defined Grothendieck topologies on a scheme X. It follows in 
particular that the map ij~* extends to a local weak equiva~eRce 
of presheaves of spectra on the etale site &ix of a scheme X. Furthermore, one 
knows (from Proposition 5.9 again; see also Remark 4.2) that ~Spt~~so(~on.~)) 
is a model for the K-theory presheaf KX on &I,, and so JIZSpt(B(&,,, Cl,,)) is 
locally stably equivalent to KX. A similar statement obtains for the Zariski 
topology on .Y’. It follows as well that the simphcial presheaf KX’ at level 1 for 
KX is locally weakly equivalent to BIB(&ao Gl,)], via the specific map of 
simplicial presheaves 
which is induced by p,. UaBtf Gl, is a presheaf of &cf monoidal categorjes~ so 
that @&LI,~,O G4,)l can be identified with the diagonal of the bisimplicial 
presheaf BB(U,z,,, Gl,z). This observation can be viewed as a starting point for 
the Schechtman calculations of the itale cohomology of KX’ which appear in 
[=I* 
Remark 5.21.2, Let A be an ~~~~f~ff~y exact category. The Gillet-Grayson 
construction GA is a simplicial set which has the homotopy type of ftBQA (see 
[6]). The easiest way to describe it is to define its set GA,, of n-simptices in terms 
of the Waldhausen s.-construction by requiring that the following diagram is a 
pullback of sets: 
Wc--- s,,,A 
I I 
Here, s,, , A is the set of n-simplices of the simplicial set LA” (see the proof of 
Proposition 3.8). One sees that GA is weakiy equivafent o f2BQA by observing 
that §.A” is contractible, and by proving that the defining diagram 
GA ----,s.A” 
s.A”- s.A 
4, 
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is a fibre homotopy square. GA is the simplicial set of objects of a simplicial 
sj r~g2uleil ic monoidal category Iso( GA) whose morphisms are the structure- 
preserving isomorphisms of the objects of GA in the obvious sense, and all of the 
functors appearing in this diagram take exact equivalences to weak equivalences. 
It hollows that there is a commutative diagram of morphisms of simpticial 
symmetric monoidal categories of the form 
Iso( GA) - Iso(S. A)^ 
Iso(S. A)^ - Iso(S. A) 
which gives rise to a fibre homotopy square of specrra 
Spt(Iso(GA~~ - Spt(1s0(~.A~~) 
Spt(Isd(S.A)^)- Spt(Iso(S. A)) 
where Spt(Iso(~, A~~ ) is contractible, so that S~lt(Iso(GA)~ is weakly equivalent 
to fiSpt(Iso(S. A)) = JXSpt(QA) in the stable bomotopy category. This follows 
from the fact that the square 
B[Iso(GA)] -3 BfIso(S.A)“] 
I I 
B[Iso(S.A)“]--- B[Iso(S.A)] 
is weakly equivalent to the original defining diagram of simplicial sets. Further- 
more, multiplication on B[I@GA)] by the objects of GA, is invertible in the 
homotopy category (see 16, p. 588]), so that B[Iso(GA)] is weakly equivalent to 
Spt( Iso( GA))‘” by Proposition 4.3. 
Once again, observe that all of this cs.n be ‘sheafified’ in the sense that one can 
construct a presheaf of spectra on the standard geometric sites which corresponds 
to GA, and it becomes a pointwise modei for the K-theory presheaf. 
Note also that the key technical Lemma 1.5 of [6, p. 5783 is a very special case 
of Lemma 3.1 of this paper. 
The Q = + theorem, as it usually appears in the literature [7], asserts that 
~~~Q~(~) is weakPy equivalent to &(R) x BGl(R)+. Let S be the symmetric 
monoidal category Iso(P(R)) of isomorphisms in P(R) with direct sum. Then 
Lemma 5.18 implies that i2BQP(R) is weakly equivalent to the space 
B[ ES x,~ (S x S,]. But B[ES X, (S x S)] is homotopy equivalent to BS-‘S by 
Proposition 3.15, and BS-‘S is known [7] to have the bomotopy type of 
K,(R) X BGl(R)‘. 
The homotopy equivalence BS - ‘S = K,,(R) X BGI(R)* for S = Iso(P(R)) is the 
result of a homology calculation based on the isomorphism H,(BS-‘S, iZ)z 
~~,(S~-‘~*(~S~ Z). That same argument can be used to directly construct a 
homotopy equivalence of B[ES X, (S X S)] with K,,(R) X BGl(R)“. by observing 
that the integral homology isomo~hism 
7r”(S)--‘H*(BS, 2) s H*(B[ES x.7 (5 x S)]; Z) 
resulting from Proposition 3.14 is induced by localizing the map in homology 
coming from the functor S+ [ES X, (S x S)] defined by s - (0, (0, s)). Note that 
this localization of H,(BS; h) may b; achieved by taking the (filtered) colimit of 
the abelian group-valued functor on the translation category of ?rg,(S) which is 
defined by sending [s] to H,(BS; Z), and by sending the arrow [r] : Is]-, f s ff3 r] to 
the map H,(BS; 8)+ H&ES; H) which is induced by multiplication by [t]. This 
filtered system has a cofinal subsystem defined by the action of the trivial 
R-module I?, since every projective R-module is stably free, and so the isomorph- 
ism v~(S)-‘H,(BS; E) s H,(B[ES X, (5 x S)]; Z) may be realized by taking a 
filtered colimit of the systems 
fG(BSs 72) 
awl 
-H*(BS; Z) @IN ), . . 
1 1 
H*(Bp3 xs (S x S)]; E)--&+ H*(B[ES xs (S x S)]; H)---&+ ‘ - = 
By standard nonsense about bisimpli~al sets, rr,B[ES X, (5’ x S)] is the coequal- 
izer of the two face maps 
?r()B(S x (S x S))r= ?r”R(S x S) , 
and hence is isomorphic to 7r~~(S) -“n;(S). By examining the composite 
S %SXS~7rJO *[ES X,?(S x S)] 
associated to the functor n : [ES xs (S x S)] -+ “’ (Iz, is the forgetful functor), 
one finds that the part S, of S which maps into the path component associated to 
(0, t) in [ES Xs (5’ x S)] is the full sube~~tegory f S consisting of those objects s 
which are stably isomorphic to t in the sense that there is En object Y of S such that 
S@ rz t 633 r. It follows in particular that the homology H,(B[ES X, (S X 
91 ti,.e,j; Z) of the path component corresponding to (0.0) in s[ES X, (S X S)] is 
isomorphic to the filtered cofimit of the system 
H*(BS,,; z)= ?I*(&; z)= H*(BS,,,; Z)* ’ - * * 
But now there is an obvious map of filter4 systems 
induced by the inclusions of Aut~R~~) in SR”. Every object in S,,4 is stably free, 
so that this comparison induces an isomorphism of filtered colimits, and 
WRGhR); z) is isomorphic to the homology H,(B[ES x5 (S x S)],,,,; 2) of 
the (0.0)component of the loop space of BQP(R). Notice that the isomorphism 
is actually induced by a comparison of coherent direct systems of categories and 
hence by a map of spaces. The H-space B[ES X, (S x S)]fc,_ot therefore has the 
~lomo~opy t pe of BGI(R) +. 
Except for the homotopy theory in the argument for the Q = + theorem just 
presented, the key point is the stable trtviaiity of projective R-modules. Any 
other symmetric monoidal category S having a notion of stable triviality admits a 
similar analysis. For example, let R be a ring containing l/2 and consider the 
category ,LtR) whose objects is the collection of ah pairs (P, q)? where P is a 
finitely generated projective R-module and q : P x P-a R is a nondegenerate 
symmetric bilinear form on P, and whose morphisms are R-module maps which 
preserve structure in the obvious sense. Then ,L(R) is a symmetric monoidal 
category under direct sum. Let P* denote the dual of a projective mod&e P, and 
recall [2] that there is a functor tH : P(R)-, ,L(R), where BLIP) is the pair 
(P@ P*, q) with 
for piEP and flEP*. ,H(P) is the hyperbolic module associated to P: the 
hyperbolic functor preserves direct sums, and so ,H(R”) may be identified with 
the form on R”’ which is given by a direct sum of n copies of the standard 
hyperbolic form 
0 1 
i 1 1 0 * 
1 shall follow the standard practice of denoting the group of automorphisms of 
IH(R” ) by , O,,.,,(R). Recall finally that there is an isomorphism of forms 
(P, 9)@(P, -9) z ,fZ(P) which is defined by the map PCB P--, P@ P* given by 
(P* P’)‘+(P -P’T 1/2(9(Pt ) f 9(P’7 ))) - 
It fo’ollows that every form (P, 9) is a direct summand of a hyperbolic form 
,H(RN); every object of ,L(R) is stably hyperbolic in this sense. Thus, if S is the 
category ~so~~L(R)). then exactly the same argument as for the Q = + theorem 
above yields a homology isomo~hism B,O(R)+ Bf ES X, (S x S)](,,A,t, where 
the group ,0(R) is defined to be the filtered colimit 5 ,O,,,,,(R). We have 
proved the following proposition: 
Proposition 5.22. Let R be a ring containing l/2, and let S be the symmetric 
monoidul category Iso(, L(R)) f o isomorphisms of nondegenerate symmetric 
bilinear fcrms opz R. Then there is a homoropy equivalence of the form 
where ,Z.,,(R) is the discrete space orz the ~rot~~endiec~ group assocjated to rr,(S), 
or the collection of isomorphism classes of nondegenerate symmetric bilinear forms 
over R. El 
The same analysis may be applied to the category _ I L(R) of nondegenerate 
alternating forms (P, 9) on R. Here, P is a finitely generated projective R-module 
once again, and 9 : P x P + R is a nondegenerate biiinear form satisfying 
9(P* P’) = -9( p’, p)_ In particular, the hyperbolic object _,H(P) in this case is 
the pair (P@P*, 9) where 
Just as before (by the same map, in fact), one finds an isomorphism 
(P, 9)@(P, -(I)= _,H(P). Furthermore, _lH(R’i) is isomorphic to a direct sum 
of n copies of the form given by the matrix 
The group of automo~hisms of _,IY(R”) is denoted by _lO,z.,,(R); it is also the 
symplectic group Sp,,(R). I write _,O(R) for the filtered colimit 5 _,O,.,,(R). 
Once again, every nondegenerate alternating form on R is stably hyperbolic, and 
so we can show the following: 
Proposition 5.23. Let R be a ring containing l/2, and /et S be the symmetric 
monoidal category Iso( _ , L(R)) o isomorphisms of nofildegenerate alternating f 
bilinear forms 012 R. Then there is a homotopy e9zriva!ence of the form 
B[ES x,(S x S)] = _,L”(R) x B_@(R)’ ‘I 
where _ 1 L,(R) is he discrere space art the Gr~r~te~di~~k g utt~ s~cja~ed m q,(S), 
or the cullecriort of is~tn~r~h~s~?t classes of rtundegetterate a~~er~taring b linear forms 
over R. 0 
Recall that the homotopy groups V: B,O(R)” are the higher Karoubi J-groups 
,L,(R), by definition. 
The definitions of the categories ,L(R) and _,L(R) may easily be extended to 
schemes Y in which 2 is invertible, yielding pseudo-functors Y t+ Iso( I L( Y)) and 
Y* Iso( _ 1 L(Y)) which take values in the category of symmetric monoidal 
categories (observe that the canonical isomorphisms involved in the pseudo- 
functor Y1-, P(Y) given at the end of the second section are isomet~es), and 
hence, by F”-supercoherence, in t!&e category of pseudo-P-objects. These 
pseudo-functors may be restrictec (.: the usual geometric Grothendieck sites on 
such schemes Y, and so the rectif&tion techniques of this paper give presheaves 
of spectra lL( Y) and _ ,L( Y) on a?jr of the geometric sites for Y. 
In particular, one obtains additive presheaves of spectra IL(Y) and _,L(Y) on 
the Stale site for Y (see, for example, [2S, 1.521 for the definition of additivity). 
Let P be an integer which is relatively prime to the residue sharacteristics of Y, 
and suppose that Y has a Zariski open cover by Noetherian schemes U;, each of 
which has bounded 6tale cohomo~ogical dimension with respect to e-torsion 
sheaves. One forms the mod 8 t-theory presheaves of spectra tL(Y) /efor E = -1 
or 1, either by smashing ,L( Y) with the mod e Moore spectrum or by applying 
the techniques of the fourth section of this paper. Then the methods of [lo] and 
[l I] can be used to construct what I call the itale .Z.,-groups cLF’( Y, Z /&‘) for Y. 
TO do this. take a giobatly fibrant model G(,L( Y)/t) (or alternatively, a 
Godement resolution) for the presheaf of spectra .L( Y)/Cat and then define 
,L;'(Y, Z/t’) := r'(G(,L(Y)If)(Y)) . 
In other words, the &ale mod f k-groups of Y are the stable homotopy groups of 
the global sections of the presheaf of spectra G(,L(Y)ff). The condition of local 
cohomological bounds on Y then implies the existence of a convergent &ale 
cohomological descent spectral sequence 
,L,( , z/t) is the sheaf of abelian groups associated to the presheaf 
Note that if U = SpfR) is affine, then ni(,L( L’)/() is the mod P L-group 
&JR, 2%). 
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Table I 
i (mod 8) ,i,( . P12) ,L,( ,212) ,C,( .hlO -,2,( *B/O 
0 212 PI2 El( izI( 
1 212 0 0 0 
2 214 0 0 0 
3 z/2 0 0 0 
4 z/2 212 HIC Zli 
5 0 212 0 0 
6 0 214 0 0 
7 0 ZI2 0 0 
If Y is a scheme over an algebraically closed field k of characteristic-different 
from 8, then the *L-theory rigidity theorem [17] implies that the sheaf ,L,( , Z/f) 
is isomorphic to the constant sheaf associated to the group ,f.,(k, Z/P), which, in 
turn, is isomorphic to the homotopy group T~(B,O, Z/e). B, 0 is the classifying 
space of the topological group ,O, where ,0 is the classical infinite orthogonal 
group if E = 1, and it is the symplectic group if E = -1. Furthermore, one knows 
from elementary calculations that ,L,,(k) z Z and that ,L,(k) z Z/2, whereas 
_, L,(k) z 0. Thus, a Bott periodicity argument implies that one obtains the list of 
coefficient sheaves shown in Table 1 from the corresponding list of groups for 
i 2 0 (under the obvious assumptions on the characteristic of k, where P is an odd 
prime). 
The h/4’s in this table arise from the fact-that the mod 2 Moore space Y’ is a 
copy of RP’, and the reduced KO-group KO(RP’) is isomorphic to Z/4. 
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